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Abstract

The complex behaviour of physical phenomena can often be elegantly expressed
mathematically. Indeed, applied mathematics is replete with diverse fields of study
being expressed by a similar class of equations. Among these are tumour growth,
cellular transport and pricing financial derivatives. These quite diverse fields have
a striking element of commonality. That is, the observable behaviour can be modelled by either a single or a system of diffusion-convection equations. We use a
combination of techniques to elucidate the complex physical phenomena observed
in pricing financial derivatives and modelling tumour growth and cellular transport.
These techniques include classical symmetry analysis, perturbation expansions and
numerical modelling.
We begin by developing a mathematical model for the early stages of malignant tumour invasion due to random motility, cellular proliferation, proteolysis
and haptotaxis. This model is a complex coupled system of nonlinear diffusionconvection equations. We demonstrate, by using the method of classical symmetry
reductions, the existence of an exact analytic solution for malignant tumour invasion. We also find that at early times, in the absence of tumour cell diffusion, a
compressed tumour layer is evident. Transient protease production-decay dynamics and diffusion, must be present in order for the tumour concentration peak to
be smoothed to realistic levels. In addition, we demonstrate that invasion profiles asymptotically evolve to travelling wave solutions and that kink-like profiles,
previously thought to be due to contact inhibition and haptotaxis, can equally be
explained by cellular diffusion with a decreasing nonlinear diffusivity.

iv

W e further develop a mathematical model for the in-vitro migration of unbound
cells in response to a stimulus of chemoattractant. In the laboratory, this migration
is measured in a Boyden chamber, a 48-well chemotaxis chamber or some comparable device. The puzzling saturation effect in chemotactic response, observed in
in-vitro studies is replicated by our mathematical model and is due to the simple
nonlinear coupling between chemotaxis and diffusion, even before receptor saturation or attractant absorption are considered. We find that the decelerating wave of
advance, due to chemotaxis alone, fails short of the opposite wall of the chemotaxis
chamber, but it causes an overshoot in mass transport before diffusion effects a
flux reversal.
The mathematical model for pricing financial derivatives involves a diffusionconvection-reaction equation. We are able, by making use of symmetry invariants,
to construct new exact analytic solutions for the price of swaps and coupon bearing bonds. These solutions exhibit desirable features such as mean-reversion and
power-law dependence on interest rates.
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Introduction

There are a number of solution techniques available to solve certain classes of diffe
equations. These solution techniques lead to a simplification in the equation so that
analytic solution may be achieved.
The genesis of group method techniques in the solution of differential equations was

realisation that many of the techniques utilised to solve these special classes of equ
in fact, related.

A symmetry group of a differential equation is a transformation that maps any solutio

of the differential equation to another solution. Assumption of invariance under a con

group of transformation mappings serves to simplify the given equation by reducing th

of variables the equation contains. For example, assuming a continuous symmetry within

a partial differential equation will reduce the number of variables by one, whilst ap
a symmetry transformation to an ordinary differential equation will reduce the order
equation by one.
We consider a point transformation of the form,

x* = fix,y,u,e), y*=gix,y,u,e) and u* = hix,y,u,e). (1.1)

The arbitrary functions fix,y,u,e), gix,y,u,e) and hix,y,u,e) are referred to as the

'global' form of the symmetry group and for small values of the parameter e, we may ex
as a Maclaurin series,
x* = x + ei^)\e=0 + Oie2)
y* = V + ei^r)U=o + Oie2) (1.2)
u* = u + ei^)U=o + Oie2).

Thus, we m a y write equation (1.2) in the form,
£* = x + eX + 0(e2)
y*=y + eY + Oie2) (1.3)
ra* = u + eU + 0(e2)
which is known as the infinitesimal form of the symmetry group.
An important property of group method techniques is that the global form of the group

may be deduced from the infinitesimal form of the group by solving the differential equ
dx

*

= x

<fy*=y ^± = u (1.4)
de

'

de

' de

subject to the initial conditions,
x* = x, y*=y, and ra* = u when e = 0. (1.5)

If a differential equation is invariant under a point symmetry (1.1) we are able to con

invariant solutions that reduce the differential equation to an equation with fewer var

If the infinitesimal form of a group (1.3) is substituted into a given differential equ

leave the equation invariant, independence in the derivatives leads to a system of dete

equations for the coefficients X, T and U which are solved. For the now known functions
and U, invariant solutions that correspond to the infinitesimal form ofthe group (1.3)
an invariant surface condition,
ciii ciii
n = Xix,t,u)-^ + Tix,t,u)—-Uix,t,u)=0

(1.6)

which is solved by the method of characteristics, which is equivalent to solving the Pf
system,
dx dt du

~X

=

T^U' (L7)

T h e outcome of the characteristic solution is the functional form of the similarity solution
in terms of some arbitrary function,

U = fix,t,giO)), 6 = 6ix,t). (1.8)

Here, g is an arbitrary function of the symmetry invariant 8. When this functional form is

substituted into the governing partial differential equation, the result is a ^-dependent ordi
differential equation which is solved for the reduced variable #(#).
During the 19*ft century Sophus Lie determined a general integration algorithm that is
based on the group symmetry invariance of a differential equation. Many computer algebra
packages (see e.g. Baumann 1988, Sherring 1993, Kersten 1987, Schwartz 1988) have been
developed to systematically perform Lie's classical symmetry algorithm to find symmetries of
a differential equation.

The classical symmetry method is a useful tool for finding solutions to differential equations
Care must be taken however in using group method techniques for solving partial differential
equations with accompanying initial or boundary conditions. Indeed the group method apporach will be successful in finding solutions to initial or boundary value problems only if the
associated initial or boundary conditions are left invariant when the symmetry is applied.
Many authors have utilised group method approaches to find solutions by classical symmetry reductions of physical problems in many areas of science and applied mathematics. These
include nonlinear wave equations (see e.g. Ibragimov & Khabirov 2000) and wave equations
of the Schrodinger (see e.g. Goard & Broadbridge 1999) and Boussinesq (see e.g. Clarkson & Mansfield 1994) type, nonlinear diffusion equations (see e.g. Gandarias, Venero &
Ramirez 1998, Arrigo & Hill 1995), coupled diffusion equations (see e.g. Wiltshire 1994), nonlinear diffusion-convection equations (see e.g. Edwards 1994), porous media equations (see
3

e.g. Broadbridge & Goard 1997, Gandiarias 1996), gas dynamics (see e.g. Akhatov, Gazizov
& Ibragimov 1988 1989(a)), solute transport (see e.g. Broadbridge, Hill & Goard 2000) and
water distribution (see e.g. Baikov, Gazizov, Ibragimov & Kovalev 1997) in soils.
In this thesis we use Lie's classical method to construct new solutions to linear and nonlinear diffusion-convection equations in the area of biomathematics and financial calculus. In
Chapter 2, we provide an introduction to biomathematical modelling of tumour cell invasion.
We demonstrate that models of tumour cell invasion need to account for many complex interacting processes, some of which have been neglected in the biomathematical models considered
previously. In Chapters 3 and 4 we discuss cellular migration in response to fixed and soluble
gradients of biochemical attractants. We formulate the elicited motile response as a system

of coupled nonlinear diffusion-convection equations. This system is expressed as a single thir
order partial differential equation and is subsequently simplified to an ordinary differential

tion using invariant solutions constructed from Lie's classical symmetry algorithm. In Chapter
5 we extend the ideas discussed in the previous chapters to construct and solve a mathematical model of in-vitro cellular transport experiments to elucidate the important mechanisms
of cellular migration. In Chapter 6, using Lie's classical symmetry algorithm we construct
new analytic solutions to the diffusion-convection equation modelling the value of financial
contracts; swaps, 'vanilla' coupon bearing bonds and specially constructed 'exotic' bonds.
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2

Introduction to Cancer Modelling

Within every complex multicellular organism there exists a dynamic interaction between
cellular reproduction imitosis) and programmed cell death iapoptosis). The maintenance of
this delicate balance is vital to the health of an organism and fundamental for its survival.
A tumourous growth or neoplasm is thought to be the result of the disruption of this
balance. The exact cause of this disruption whether it be genetic, chemical or environmental
remains a mystery despite much research.
Abnormal cells, in isolation, do not pose an immediate threat to the health and well-being
of an animal. If however, these abnormal or mutant cells begin to proliferate and prosper at
the expense of neighbouring healthy cells, there exists a serious threat to the health of the
animal, and if left unchecked, may ultimately cause the animal's death.
For an abnormal cell to develop into a tumour, the abnormality within the cell must be
passed on to daughter cells. That is, the aberation within the mutant cell must be inherited
by the cell's progeny.
Neoplastic cells have two essential properties. Firstly, they reproduce in defiance of the

restraints that normally balance cellular reproduction and programmed cell death and secondly,
they develop the ability to invade and colonise areas of the body that are normally reserved
for other cell types.

The tumour cells do not cause the death of the host cell by killing the healthy cells directly

The tumour cells due to their rapid proliferation kill the healthy cells indirectly by competi
for the nutrients and oxygen that the healthy cells require in order to function. Without an
adequate supply of nutrient and oxygen, the healthy cells starve and eventually die.
This cell death is not the engineered and biologically necessary death due to apoptosis. In
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apoptosis, the dying cell, having served its purpose, shrinks and isolates itself from neighbouring
cells. The neighbouring cells then ingest the remnants of the dead cell without any immune
system interaction.

The death of a healthy cell caused by injury or nutrient deprivation is known as necrosis. I

necrotic cell death, the permeable cell wall sustains damage, allowing an influx of ions suc

sodium (Aa+) and calcium (Go2+). The cell is unable to control the balance of ions essential t

sustain life. The cell wall ruptures, resulting in inflammation and an immune system respons
whereby white blood cells converge on the necrotic cells and ingest them.
Tumour growth was first thought to be an exponential process that would cease only when

conditions became less than ideal, if for instance, the nutrient supply necessary for cellul
metabolism became exhausted. In laboratory settings however, it has been demonstrated that
exponential tumour growth is a rare occurrence (Sutherland et al. 1971), observed only for
brief periods of time.
Laird (1964) performed a data analysis on experimental measures of tumour cell growth

and determined that the growth rate of many cell lines (or cell species) could be sufficient
modelled by a Gompertz function of the form,

V(t) = V0 exp(|(l - expi-0t)) (2.1)

where V(t) is the volume of the tumour at some time t, Vo is the initial tumour volume and
the constants a and 8 represent the (exponential) tumour growth rate and (Gompertz) growth
retarding rate of the tumour respectively.
Since
1 - expi-pt) = 8t + Qit2), (2.2)
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under the Gompertz growth model,
log(^) = at+ C)(t2) (2-3)
Thus, the Gompertz model predicts exponential growth at early times, in agreement with
experimental observations. For later times (at large t)
Vit)^V0expi^), (2.4)
which implies the tumour volume approaches some (theoretical) upper limit.
Although the tumour is theoretically unable to grow beyond this size, in practice however,

the host animal may perish long before this upper limit is effectively reached. For example,

Krebs tumour (data cited by Laird (1964)) has a theoretical upper limit of 8 x IO9 cells, yet

the time of the host animal's death, in this case a mouse, the tumour contained approximately
1.31 x IO9 cells.
Tumours are classified as either benign or malignant and the key differences between these
tumour types are highlighted in the differing approaches evident in the mathematical models
which simulate their physical behaviour. A benign tumour is one which remains encapsulated
by a layer of collagen (e.g. Perumpanani et al 1997). Benign tumours are not dormant physi-

cally; they do increase in volume and this can result in the death of the host animal, as sho
above. Death will occur when the volume of the tumour increases to such an extent that the
function of the impacted organ is disrupted causing organ failure and escalating to mutiple
system failure.
The key difference between a benign and malignant tumour is that a malignant tumour

has the ability to colonise other organs in the body. This process, called metastasis, is ai

by the lymphatic and circulatory systems. Technically, a tumour is termed a cancer only after
the onset of metastasis.
7

In order for a tumour to grow without limit, the tumour cells must stimulate the development of new blood vessels and a capillary network. This process is known as angiogenesis
and serves two key purposes. Firstly, it allows an unlimited supply of nutrient and oxygen
for cellular metabolism and secondly, individual cells are able to escape the confines of the

encapsulating collagen layer and travel via the circulatory system to other sites in the body to
form secondary tumours.
Biochemical messengers regulate the above processes. These chemical messengers either
stimulate the growth of cells or inhibit cell proliferation.
The growth of each cell in the body is regulated by a growth factor, a biologically active
polypeptide or protein strand that acts like a hormone. Growth factors are substances that
stimulate cell proliferation in target cells that have surface receptors on the cell membrane.
These growth factors are not carried in the bloodstream by the circulatory system, but are
produced in the immediate vicinity of the target cell and transported by local diffusion.
A chalone is a negative growth factor or growth inhibiting factor (GIF) that inhibits cell

proliferation. A tumour necrosis factor is a non-species specific growth inhibiting factor asso
ciated with certain types of neoplastic tissues. Tumour necrosis factors are small polypeptide
strands called lipopolysaccarides that are produced by the body as a result of bacterial infections. These act to kill the tumour cell by damaging the blood vessels that provide the tumour
cell with nutrient and oxygen.
Shymko &; Glass (1976) considered the effect of culture geometry on the growth and stabilty

of cell growth. Within the tissue culture a growth inhibiting factor (GIF) is produced, the val
of which regulates cellular reproduction. If the concentration of GIF is below some threshold
value, mitosis occurs and tissue growth proceeds. Alternatively, if the GIF concentration is
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above this threshold value, mitosis is inhibited and tissue growth is prevented. This leads to
the equation,
Ftr.
DCV2C

dt

- 7 G + XSir)

(2.5)

where C(r, t) is the concentration of GIF, Dc is the (constant) GIF diffusion coefficient, 7

constant rate of GIF decay, due to adsorption by neighbouring cells, and A is the GIF produc
rate. The function Sir) sets the geometrical constraints under which GIF production occurs.
Shymko & Glass (1976) take S(r) to be uniform throughout the tissue geometry. Thus,
Sir) = hiR-r) (2.6)
where hix) is the Heaviside step function and R is the outer boundary of the tissue.
To simplify their analysis, Shymko & Glass (1976) utilise two time-scales. The time-scale

associated with GIF diffusion is short in comparison to the time-scale associated with tissu
growth. As a result, the steady state equation,
A>CV2G - 7G + XSir) = 0 (2.7)

is solved subject to the condition that the local concentration of GIF is finite at the cent
the tissue culture,
G(0, t) < 00 (2.8)
and the condition that the flux is in equilibrium at the boundary of the tissue culture,
dC
-Dc—\r=R

= PCiR)

(2.9)

with cell membrane permeability P.
This boundary value problem is solved for three geometries, a thin capillary tube (Cartesian

co-ordinates; V2 = ^y), a thin cylindrical disk (cylindrical co-ordinates; V2 = jr^r J^ + 53and a sphere (spherical co-ordinates; V2 = ^^(r2^) + ^hem(sinem + TO^Is*))9

S h y m k o &; Glass (1976) demonstrate that for early times the tissue culture in all three
geometries exhibits exponential growth, consistent with the Gompertz growth law. This is

followed by a period of linear growth, and only in spherical co-ordinates does stable self-limi
growth eventuate. The growth pattern for both the thin capillary tube and cylindrical disk
is shown to be unstable. The analysis of Shymko k Glass (1976) replicated the experimental
observations of Sutherland et.al. (1971) and Folkman & Hochberg (1973).
When tumour cells are grown in a flat tissue culture under ideal conditions where the
nutrient medium is regularly replenished, cellular growth is unrestricted (Sutherland et al,
1971). This is due to the ratio of the surface area to volume of the cell culture which remains
constant (Folkman & Hochberg, 1973). In contrast the three dimensional growth of colonies
of multicellular spheroids (MCS) is distinctly self-regulating and will not grow beyond some
critical diameter despite ideal conditions conducive for cellular growth. This is due to the
diminishing ratio of surface area to volume.
Folkman & Hochberg (1973) demonstrate three phases of growth in multicellular spheroids.
Initially there is a brief phase of exponential growth. This exponential growth continues until the onset of central necrosis. The transport of nutrients and growth regulating enzymes
throughout the cell culture is a result of local diffusion. When the three dimensional culture

reaches a size that prevents the diffusion of nutrient to cells at the centre of the culture, th
become starved and hence necrosis ensues.
At the onset of central necrosis, cellular growth within the spheroid slows and appears
linear. This is followed by the third stage of growth, where the spheroid ceases to expand in
size. This so-called dormant phase, is not in fact dormant, but is more accurately described
as an equilibrium phase. At the surface of the spheroid there are a number of cells actively
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proliferating that balance the number of cells at the centre of the spheroid that are lost to
necrosis.
Many authors have considered variations on the mathematical model posed by Shymko &
Glass (1976). Adam (1987) considered a non-uniform source term ofthe form,
Sir) = hiR-r)il-^) (2.10)

and investigated the stability of growth for the three geometries considered previousl

Shymko fe Glass (1976). The effect of imposing a non-uniform source term is that the li

size reached by the self-regulated stable spheroid model is in fact greater than the c

size predicted with a uniform source term. These results are somewhat suspect as the ma

ematical solutions they are based on have been shown by later authors (see e.g. Swan 19

to be incorrect. In a later correction, Adam (1989) states that his solutions to the b

value problem given by (2.7) -(2.8) are not incorrect per se, but in actuality corresp

solution provided by an alternative source term, not the source term (2.10) originally
by Adam (1987).
The non-uniform source term given above by equation (2.10), although more physically

realistic than the uniform source term considered by Shymko & Glass (1976), is not biol

realistic as it is not smooth. To wit, Britton & Chaplain (1993) considerd a non-unifo
term of the form,
Sir) = hiR-r)il-^) (2.11)

which is smooth at r = 0 and retains the qualitative properties of the source term pose

Adam (1987). In a later study, Chaplain fe Britton (1993) solve the boundary value prob
for the concentration of GIF within a multicellular spheroid,
DcV2C-1C + \Sir) = 0, (2.12)
11

—

=0

r= 0

(2.13)

= PCiR)

(2.14)

ffn

-Dc^\r=R

with non-uniform source term (2.11). They choose parameter values for the diffusivity Dc, cell
membrane permeability P, and decay constant 7 so their solution is not incompatible with the
available experimental evidence provided by Folkman fe Hochberg (1973). The authors state

that the 'nonlinear' source term chosen reflects the interior heterogeneity of the multicellu
spheroid. The source term selected by Chaplain & Britton (1993) is a linear source term

with spatially dependent coefficients. In a strictly mathematical context, nonlinearity refer
dependence on the dependent concentration variable. To consider a nonlinear source term, the
authors would need to have a source term of the form S = 5(G). Chaplain et al. (1994) make
a similar confusing statement when they investigate the effect of a non-constant diffusivity
the growth and stability of a spherical tissue culture.
The authors consider the effect of imposing a monotonically increasing diffusivity, D(r) —

A>c(0.8 -I- 0.2r2) and a monotonically decreasing diffusivity A>(r) = A>c(1.0 — 0.2r2). Chapla
et al (1993, 1994) claim that imposing a 'nonlinear' diffusivity and 'nonlinear' source term

is sufficient to qualitatively predict GIF concentration profiles within the cell culture. Ag
the spatially dependent diffusivity considered by Chaplain et al (1994) is not nonlinear in
a strictly mathematical context. A nonlinear diffusion coefficient implies dependence on the
concentration of GIF, thus D = A>(G).

More sophisticated models couple the effect of nutrient diffusion and inhibitor diffusion (se
e.g. Byrne 1997; Byrne & Chaplain 1995, 1996(a), 1996(b), 1997; Greenspan 1972, 1976; Ward
& King 1997) taking into account the presence or otherwise of key biological elements of the

tissue culture. These include the presence or absence of a central necrotic core or the behav
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of the cells within the culture, for example if the cells are actively proliferating or quiescent.
A typical cell culture, suspended in a nutrient rich medium is composed of both cellular
material and extra-cellular water. Although a multicellular spheroid may have reached its selflimited size and exhibit no further expansion, it is by no means dormant. Cellular proliferation
and the decay of dead cellular material within the necrotic core cause a pressure difference
within the spheroid. These pressure gradients cause the continual motion of cellular material
from the proliferating outer layer towards the central necrotic core.
Moore et al. (1984, 1985) made the experimental observation, by radioactively labelling
cellular material with tritiated thymidine, that cells move away from nutrient rich vessels and
towards the region of peripheral necrosis.
McElwain & Pettet (1993) attempt to elucidate the mechanism responsible for this migration by treating the cellular culture as an incompressible fluid in which the cell migration is
governed by Darcy's Law,
v = -Vp (2.15)

where tf(f', t) is the velocity of the cellular particles as a result of the internal pressure g
and pi?, t) is proportional to the internal pressure in the spheroid culture.
The Darcy's Law formulation is combined with an expression of mass conservation,

V.v = Sic) (2.16)

where S(c) is a volume source term, dependent on the nutrient concentration, of the form,

00,

Sic)

Cp<C

^^T-Ao^, ^<c<cp (2.17)
-A0, C<Cn
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Here c„ and Cp are critical nutrient concentration rates. If the nutrient concentration c is

greater than some critical level Cp, then the cells are assumed to have a constant rate of nut

consumption and similarly, if the nutrient concentration is less than some critical level Cn t
nutrient consumption ceases. The constants 8Q and Ao respectively represent the increase and
decrease in cell culture volume respectively. McElwain & Pettet (1993) assume that nutrients
are delivered to the cells by diffusion,
DV2c = Aic) (2.18)
where A(c) is a linearly decreasing consumption rate, dependent on the concentration of nutrients.
The migration of cells within the spheroid culture is determined by solving the mass conservation equation for radioactively labelled cells n(f", t)
dn
^ r = -V.(-/zVn + vn + x^c)

(2.19)

coupled with the nutrient diffusion equation (2.18) and the conservation of mass volume equation (2.16). The constants p and x represent random and directed motility respectively.
McElwain & Pettet (1993) found that the directed motion of cells towards the source of
nutrient competes with internalisation as a result of Darcian pressure.
Multicellular spheroids, grown in-vitro serve as a reasonable model for the growth and
development of benign tumours in-vivo. Multicellular spheroids also have the advantage that
the spherical geometry renders the behaviour of the cell culture amenable to mathematical

analysis. Mathematical analysis enables us to efficiently isolate complex interacting processe
to determine what effect these processes may have on the behaviour of the cell culture.
Folkman & co-workers (Folkman et al 1971; Folkman 1972; Folkman & Hochberg 1973)

pioneered early research in the area of angiogenesis, which is the process involved in the for
14

mation of new blood vessels. Angiogenic enzymes are normally released by damaged tissue
to promote wound healing. Angiogenesis is also a fundamental feature of embryogenesis and
placental growth.
It is thought that tumours secrete a Tumour Angiogenesis Factor (TAF) that stimulates
nearby capillary vessels to surround and penetrate the tumour's encapsulating layers. When
this occurs, the tumour cells are supplied with an unlimited amount of nutrient which fosters

further growth and the tumour is able to make the transition from the avascular stage in which
the cell culture is unable to expand beyond a few millimetres in size, to the more dangerous

vascular stage. If any of the cells within the culture escape the encapsulated region they are
quickly transported via the circulatory and lymphatic systems to distant areas of the body
where they form secondary metastases. This process is more complex than avascular growth

as it involves the interaction of more than one cell type as well as other diffusible protein
enzymes.
Many authors (see e.g. Chaplain & Sleeman 1990, Chaplain & Stuart 1991, Byrne &
Chaplain 1995(a), Chaplain et al 1995, Chaplain 1995 & 1996, Chaplain & Anderson 1996,
Maggelakis 1996, Sleeman 1997, Anderson fe Chaplain 1998) have investigated tumour-induced

angiogenesis by solving coupled systems of diffusion equations. These systems are quite compl

as they must take into account the interaction between healthy tissue, diseased tissue as well
as some diffusible tumour angiogenesis factor.
Angiogenesis is vital for the establishment of secondary metastasis. With the onset of

angiogenesis, diseased cells are able to leave the site of the primary tissue, travel to othe
in the body via the circulatory or lymphatic systems and establish secondary tumours. During

metastasis the diseased cells must adhere to healthy tissue. This attachment is due to adhesio
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molecules on the surface of the cell (Woodhouse et al. 1997). Once attachment occurs, the
invasive cell releases proteolytic enzymes or proteases, which degrades the healthy substrate

of tissue. As the substrate of healthy tissue is gradually broken down, the malignant cells ar

able to migrate further into the healthy tissue. This cellular migration is a combination of b
random and directed motility.
The directed motion of a cell may be due to the processes of chemotaxis, chemokinesis
and haptotaxis. Chemotaxis is the directed motion of a cell in response to the gradient of a
diffusible stimulant (McCarthy et al. 1996; Klominek et al. 1993; Aznavoorian et al. 1990,

1993, 1996; Varani et al. 1985; Evans 1991), chemokinesis is cellular motion in response to th
change in frequency or magnitude of a chemical signal and is undirected (Evans 1991) whilst

haptotaxis is motility in response to changes on cell surfaces within the substrate (Carter 19
1967; Varani et al. 1985; McCarthy et al 1996; Klominek et al 1993; Aznavoorian et al 1990,
1993, 1996).
The central concern of this section is to investigate the mechanisms of cellular motility
using both classical symmetry analysis and numerical modelling. Systematic analysis of these

complex interacting processes will enable the significant inducing factor of motility to be id

tified, the result of which could perhaps be a new therapeutic treatment designed to forestall
motility and hence prevent metastasis.
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3

Symmetry Solutions for Cellular Migration Due

to Haptotaxis

3.1 A Mathematical Model for Nonlinear Malignant Invasion
Invasion of malignant cells into surrounding tissue, with breakdown of extracellular matrix
(ECM), occurs as a result of the dynamic interplay between the processes of adhesion and
the action of various proteases followed by cellular migration. Perumpanani et al. (1999(b))
considered a model of tissue invasion incorporating these elements. Their model assumed a

quasi-steady state for protease concentration and is well adapted to predict the advancing wave
of tumour cells during well-established tumour invasion.
It is open to question whether medical intervention could save a patient carrying a tumour

that had progressed to the advanced constant-velocity stage of invasion. Therefore, it might be
instructive to consider the early transient stage of tumour dynamics. However, a quasi-steady
model is not so well suited to predict rapid growth during the crucial early development of an
invading tumour. For this purpose, we find it necessary to include the transient dynamics of
protease production and decay and of protease diffusion.
Landman and Pettet (1998) demonstrated the importance of protease and inhibitor dynam-

ics in the invasion of trophoblast cells into uterine tissue. This invasion process is commonly

associated with choriocarcinoma in the case of excessive trophoblast invasion or if there is in
sufficient trophoblast invasion, the condition pre-eclampsia. Landman and Pettet (1998) found
that in order for ECM to degrade (modelled in-vitro by Matrigel) the inhibitor/protease ratio
must fall below some critical value.
In this chapter we will focus primarily on cellular motility due to haptotaxis, proteolysis
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and cellular diffusion. W e consider a model where there is a dynamic interplay between the

invasive cells, the substrate of cellular material, normally composed of laminin, fibronect
type IV Collagen and diffusible protease enzymes.
Perumpanani et al (1999(b)) considered a model wherein the invasion of a fixed substrate

by malignant cells was due to the processes of haptotaxis and proteolysis. Cellular diffusi
was ignored. This led to the set of equations,

^=-G(c,p)

(3.2)

and
^ = hiu,c)-Kp (3.3)

where uix, t), cix, t) and p(x, t) are the concentrations of invasive tissue, extracellular

trix and protease respectively. Haptotaxis, as mentioned previously, is the motility respo

cells in response to changes on the surface of a fixed substrate. These changes occurring o
surface of the substrate produce a gradient of substrate adhesion potential that provides

ing force that directs the motion of the cells. To the author's knowledge, no previous atte
has been made to provide a physical (as opposed to a physiological) basis for haptotaxis.

By noting that the timescales associated with both the production and decay of the protease
are much shorter than that for tissue invasion, and that the production of the protease is

dependent on the concentrations of the invading tissue and substrate, the process of prote
is included in equations (3.1) and (3.2). This leads to the dimensionless model,
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9u

.. .

d , dc.

m = '<»> - * < « £ >

,n A.

(3 4)

-

and
^ = -o(c,ra) (3.5)

with functions /(ra) and g{c, u) = — G(c, h(a, c)/K) satisfying /(ra) > 0, oc(c, ra) > 0,
0u(c,u) >0.
Perumpanani e£ a/. (1999(b)) consider the functional forms /(ra) = ra(l — ra) which represents a logistic production rate for the invasive tissue, and gic,u) = —rac2. Their interesting
work concentrated mainly on the nature and stability of well-developed travelling wave solutions. Here, we investigate the initial decay of the substrate, with boundary conditions more
appropriate for the early stages of tumour invasion.
In this analysis, we consider classical symmetry reductions which reduce the above system

of nonlinear partial differential equations, given by equations (3.4)-(3.5), to nonlinear ordinar

differential equations. The solution of these, subject to appropriate initial and boundary value
provides a benchmark for testing numerical partial differential equation solvers applied to
physically realistic models of malignant invasion. We begin in Sections (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) by
following Perumpanani et.al (1999) and neglecting random motility of tumour cells. Then, in
Section (3.2.3) for completeness we allow for random motility by incorporating an additional
diffusion term. We validate the accuracy of numerical software designed to solve parabolic

partial differential equations in Section (3.2.4) and use this software to incorporate physicall
realistic conditions in our numerical solutions in Section (3.3).
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3.2

Classical Symmetry Analysis

3.2.1 Haptotaxis with Logistic Growth
We consider the dimensionless equations

du

_

n
=

\

^

w(1_w)__

roa\

(3.6)

with

and
ra = ^(c-1) (3.8)

as formulated by Perumpanani et al. (1999(b)). Recall that ra(l — ra) represents a logistic

ited exponential growth) production rate of invasive cells and the flux term v is the direc
motion due to haptotaxis, along the gradient of substrate adhesion potential. Eliminating

uix, t) from Equations (3.6) and (3.8) yields a second order nonlinear hyperbolic partial d
ential equation for the concentration of the extracellular matrix, c(#, t). Thus,

&!-h®L\\2 ^£ (i— \2_dc_ &c_ 2^2fo_d^cdc

m2 ~ c w

+

dt + ^cdt)

dxdxdt + e w dt dx2dt'

( }

To determine the classical symmetries of equation (3.9), we consider the infinitesimal transformations,
c* = c+ eCix, t, c) + 0(e2)
x* = x + eXix,t,c) + Oie2) (3.10)
U = t + eTix,t,c) + Oie2)
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where the symmetry generator is

r=Jf +T +

l i °l-

If equation (3.9)

(3 n)

-

is invariant under the transformation (3.10), independence ofthe deriva-

tives of cix, t) results in a set of determining equations, which are solved. This

conducted with the symmetry finding package Dimsym (Sherring 1993) under the algeb
manipulation software REDUCE (Hearn and Fitch 1996). The symmetry finding package

Dimsym is able to systematically search for symmetries of systems of equations, as

symmetries for a single equation. It should be noted however, that in order for all

symmetries to be found for a system, the differential consequences must first be a

the system. The differential consequences for a system of equations normally can b

with software such as the Kolritt routine ofthe DIFFGROB2 package (Mansfield 1993).

In this case, we found that (3.9) has no Lie point symmetries except those generate

r

=°i+l- <312>

Then the invariant solutions are just the travelling wave solutions, cix, t) = F(x

is the speed of the travelling wave. There are no extra symmetries for the system o

considered by Perumpanani et al. (1999(b)) and the numerical solutions and stabili

travelling wave solution obtained have been discussed comprehensively by the author

3.2.2 Haptotaxis with Tumour Growth: Extension to the General Functional Form

Here we consider the dimensionless equations

du

., .
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d , dc.

f

f = -t#(c)

(3.14)

where the production of invasive cells is represented by the general positive valued funct
/(ra) and the rate of decay of collagen is given by the general increasing function gic).

equations are inherently similar in structure to equations (3.6) and (3.8), but with genera
functional forms, thereby enhancing the possibility of extra symmetries.
Again, we reduce the system of equations (3.13) and (3.14) to a single equation in cix, t)
by substituting equation (3.14) into equation (3.13). This yields

&c g[ic)_(dc2 _ f(__£t_,n(A _ dc$_± , 9^icl(dc2dc _ FPcdc
A
dt2" gic)Kdt)
gic)m)
dxdxdt^
gicydx'

dt

dx2df

{

J

By incorporating the infinitesimal transformations (3.10), and making use of Dimsym (Sherri

1993) under Reduce, we find that equation (3.15) is invariant under the symmetries given in
Table (3.1).
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/(«)

9ic)

r= C| + j £ + T|

Arbitrary Arbitrary

a

1

A+flA

1

A(a; - af)

&r ^ at

dc +

+

A

t + Fix - at)

tt

ax ^ at

^Wc + 2*4 + &*&

t2Fi£)

cm

-4c£+2t(m-l) £+x(m-3) £
2(m-l)

t^Fi-£=r)

exp(ac)

4

log(4)+F(^)

i " **m - a* J-

2c

x2F(t - log(a:))

A+flA + A
ac + a ax + at
of A _i_ r JL

t + Fix - at)

ss + xm

ra

exp(ac)
1

ra2

cix,t)

^ldt ^

X

dx

n

ra , n ^ l 1

t + Fix - at)

a c "+" ttax "•" 5t

cm

exp(ac)

2c(n-2)&+2t(n-l)£-Hr(2n-3)7g2(n-l)

^F(T^r)

2c(2-rc) £+2t(m-1) (n-1)-^+x(mn-m-2n+3) ^
2(m-l)(n-l)

t(m-l)(„-1)>.(__s=2_FJr)

2(n-2) £+2at(l-n) |:+xa(l-n)•£
2(n-2)

log(t^->)+F(^)

2-n
t2(m-l)(n-l)

Table (3.1): S y m m e t r y Classification of Equation (3.15)
Thefirsttwo columns list the functional forms for tumour growth and for substrate decay, that

allow special symmetries, whose infinitesimal generators are shown in the third column. T
general form of corresponding invariant solutions is shown in the fourth column.
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The invariant solutions appearing in the fourth column of Table (3.1) are constructed from
the symmetry generator,

r c +Jf +T

= l l £-

(316)

The symmetry generator respresents an invariant surface condition

T +X

% fyc^

(3.17)

which is solved by the method of characteristics,
dt

dx __ dc

T~~X~~C'

(3.18)

For example, for /(ra) = un (n ^ 1) and o(c) = cm, we have the symmetry generator,
2c(2 -n)& + 2t(m - l)(n - 1) & + a;(mn - m - 2n + 3)|2(m-l)(n-l)

(3.19)

which m a y be written in the simplified form,
„

c(2 — n)
d
d ximn — m — 2n + 3) d
im-l)in-l)dc
dt + (m-l)(n-l) dx'
r= \ w ' ^ — + t—

(3.20)

Using the method of characteristics we have,

(» -D(»- U * = I * = 2 (ro -l)(n-l)_ fe
t

c(2 - n)

ximn — m — 2n + 3

(3-21)

The solution of
2(m-l)(n-l)
da;
#(mn - m - 2n + 3)

gives,

/w

Zn(t) = —
—
—ln(x) + constant
w
mn - m - 2n + 3 v '

(3.22)

(3.23)

which simplifies to
x
mn— rrt—2n+3
£ 2(m-l)(n-l)
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= 0,

(3.24)

where the variable 9 is the symmetry invariant.
Similarly, the solution of
(m-l)(n-l)

gives,
2 — n
£n(c) = 7
7^7
r/n(t) + constant
( m — l ) ( n — 1)

(3.26)

which upon simplification gives the general form of the invariant symmetry solutio

cix, t) = t(—2i7("-DA(^). (3.27)

The modelling functions for tumour cell proliferation /(ra) and extracellular substrate decay

gic) are chosen to allow a symmetry reduction ofthe governing equation rather than

realism. For example, some of the substrate decay functions chosen in our analysis

increasing with substrate density as would occur physically, do not vanish when th
density is zero.

We consider the symmetry solution specific to the choice of functions o(c) = exp(c
/(ra) = ra = —ct/gic). This leads to the partial differential equation in c(x,t),
d2c dc2 dc dc d2c (dc.2dc cPcdc aoa\
{ } +
+
2

di?~ dt &i~ dxdxdt w m " dx W [ >
Referring to Table (3.1), equation (3.28) admits the symmetry generator,

leading to the invariant solution

cix,t)=t + Fix-t). (3.30)
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Substituting the invariant solution (3.30) into the partial differential equation (3.28) gives
an ordinary differential equation for A(0), 0 = x-t,
2F"i$) -2 + 3A'(0) - 2A'(0)2 + A"(0)3 - 2A'(6>)A"(0) = 0. (3.31)

We note that equation (3.31) can be classified Second Order with dependent variable abse

and set y = A'(0) to reduce equation (3.31) to a first order equation in ra(0). Thus, we h
2ra'(0) - 2 + 3ra - 2ra2 + ra3 - 2rara'(0) = 0, (3.32)

a first order separable equation.
Separating the variables gives

/^.-V+Va*-/*-

(333)

which, upon simplification may be written,

/ 2

2

^cydy = e + ko (3.34)
J y2-y

+ 2

with arbitrary constant of intgration hoEquation (3.34) easily integrates to give,
tan-1(^^) = ^ + c0 (3.35)
which is solved for ra(0),

vio) = 2

+

2

iQXi

^Te + c°)- (3-36)

Noting that ra = F'iO) we integrate equation (3.36) to obtain the solution to the reduced

ODE,

Fid) = ^6- 2log(cos(^0 + co)) + ci.
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(3.37)

As a result, we have as our exact analytic solution for the concentration of extracellular
matrix material (with Co = 1 and Ci =0),
1

A/7

c ( M ) = ^(z + t)- 2log(cQs(^-(:r -t) + 1)).

(3.38)

The corresponding solution for the tumour density follows:
fn fn -i fn -i

«(M) = [^-tan(^-(rc - t) + 1) - -lsec2(^-(a; - t) + l)exp(--(z +1)) (3.39)

using the result ra = —ct/gic).

A sample plot for the tumour tissue density and extracellular matrix concentratio

in Figures (3.1) and (3.2). We see that at the boundary re = 0 as time progresses,

density increases and the concentration of the extracellular matrix material init

That is, the simultaneous growth of tumour and decay of substrate occurs at the b

The peak in the ECM density profile occurs when the defining expression is singul
gularities in the ECM occur when

^-f) + l = (^)7r (3.40)

Rearranging, we find that the peak in the receding wave of healthy tissue occurs a

x

= t + ^f-i2k-l)7r-^

(3.41)

which, upon substituting into equation (3.39) gives ra = 0.

This result indicates that the delineating boundary between the invasive tissue a

healthy tissue is one and the same, as would occur physically. There are some fea

solution that are realistic, provided that the spatial domain is restricted so th

include both sides of a singularity. In practice we may trace the receding bounda
c = 1 thereafter considering the decaying region of healthy tissue wherein c < 1.
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Figure (3.1) T h e concentration of tumour tissuera(x,t), given by Equation (3.39) at times
t = 0,0.05,0.5, increasing from left to right.
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Figure(3.2) T h e concentration of substrate tissue c(rr,t), given by Equation (3.38) at times
t = 0,0.05,0.5, increasing from left to right.
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If we consider tumour proliferation function /(«) =ra2,the equation,
^

=

(9^_A-\(—)2-—^- + ^-(—)2—-—— C\A2)
dt2~{gic) gic)Adt) dxdxdt gicydx' dt dx2 dt

{

'

admits a Boltzmann scaling symmetry generator,

and has corresponding invariant solution,
cix,t) = Fi~) (3.44)
for arbitrary function gic).
As an example, we consider the simple case gic) = 1. This leads to an equation ofthe form,
d2c (®c\2 d° ®2c d2cdc

#P"

=

~W " dxdxdt "oV^t"'

( ]

which, upon substituting the invariant solution (3.44), reduces to the ordinary differential
equation for A(0), 0 = -%,
02F"iO) - 40A'(0)A"(0) + i02 - 2)F'i0)2 + 30F'i0) = 0 (3.46)
This ordinary differential equation is solved numerically using the IMSL (Visual Numerics)
routine BVPFD subject to the boundary conditions A(0) = 0 and A(5) = 1. We select these

boundary conditions to approximate the situation where there is healthy tissue beyond a fron
of invasive tissue and full malignancy behind. This solution is shown in Figure (3.3).
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I.O-i

z=xt
Figure(3.3) Example of a similarity solution for tumour density and extracellular matrix

density as a function of ^=. In this example, /(ra) = ra2 and gic) = 1 for Equations (3.13
and (3.14). ...uix,t) — cix,t) at t — 1.
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In Figure (3.3) w e see that the tumour density is increasing inside a layer adjoining the

boundary of diseased tissue. In this solution, we see that the ECM continues to degrade even

though the total tumour mass is decreasing in proportion to t~~2. This is an artifact in our
model that allows ECM to continue to decay unabated independent of the ECM concentration.

If we further consider the case where the tumour proliferation function /(ra) = un, n e (0,1
and extracellular matrix degradation function gic) = exp(ac) a >> 1, the resulting partial
differential equation,
d2c ,dc.2 , dc.n . . _,. . dc d2c ,dc.2dc d2cdc ,n ._.
a(
(

W =

«> - "«> -P(-("-D«)'TxlMH+^-st-Mai

(3 47)

'

admits the symmetry generator,
d atjl -n) d axjl -n) d
dc n - 2 dt ^ 2(n - 2) dx

K }

with invariant solution,

x 7 =).
cix, t) = logit*?=V) + A(-

(3.49)

y/t
2

W e consider as an example, the special case /(ra) = ran = ras and gic) = exp(6c) with the
corresponding symmetry reduction given in Table (3.1). We have

c(M)=log(H) + A(-|), (3.50)

which, after substitution, reduces equation (3.47) to the ordinary differential equation fo
' = *'

i302-8)F'\9)-120F\0)F\0)-390F'i8)+i'i2-1802)F'i0)2+360F'i0)3+2.6ei4+30F'i0))3-2A = Q
(3.51)
After assuming the initial conditions

A(0) = 0 A'(0) = 1 (3.52)
32

this reduced 0A>Ais solved numerically using the M A P L E routine DSOLVEfNUMERIC].

Solu-

tions for tumour density and ECM density are displayed in Figures (3.4) and (3.5) respective
The domain of the solution is restricted to x greater than s(£), the moving boundary of

degraded tissue. In Figures (3.4) and (3.5), again the tumour cell density is increasing and t
extracellular matrix density is decreasing in time.
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Figure(3.4) Example of a similarity solution for tumour density as a function of

t=l and t=1.008. Here, z = 6, /(u) = rat and g(c) = exp(6c) for Equations (3.13) a

}
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Figure(3.5) Example of a similarity solution for extracellular matrix density as a function
of -% at t=l and t=1.008. Here, z = 9, /(u) = ui and gic) = exp(6c) for Equations
and (3.14).
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3.2.3

Inclusion of Diffusion

The Perumpanani et al (1999(b)) model is unique in that cellular diffusion is neglected. The

authors justify this omission by citing the work of Aznavoorian et al. (1990). In the experimen
of Aznavoorian and co-workers, A2058 melanoma cells are pretreated with Pertussis toxin.
The motility of these cells is compared in response to various components of the extracellular

matrix; laminin, fibronectin and type IV collagen. The motility response of the pretreated cel
is compared to a control motility response in which the A2058 cells have not been pretreated
by this toxin. Aznavoorian et al. show that the motility response to type IV collagen of
the pretreated cells is minimal. The chemotactic motility induced by fibronectin and laminin,
although sensitive to treatment by the Pertussis toxin, still occurs.

The sensitivity of the motility response under the effects of toxicity is not limited to chemotaxis alone. Aznavoorian et al. (1990) further demonstrated that the haptotactic response to
fibronectin was inhibited when the A2058 melanoma cell line was pretreated with GRGDS pep-

tide. Indeed, in terms of sensitivity to the Pertussis toxin, the haptotactic motility respons
fibronection is inhibited to a greater extent than that of the chemotactic motility response.
Aznavoorian et al. (1990) also do not discount random motility. Their checkerboard analysis indicates that laminin, fibronectin and Type IV collagen elicit both a random and directed
motility response.
We investigate what effect, if any, cellular diffusion may have on the invasive process. To
this end, we add a diffusive term to the model previously considered by Perumpanani et al
(1999(b)).
Hence, in dimensionless variables,
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du
D{ c)

) + f{n)

•ai = r^ - ai

d ._. .du.
)

,, .

d . dc.

.„ „n.

353)

'Tyai <

dc
M = -ugic).

(3.54)

We choose the diffusion coefficient to be a decreasing function of the concentration of the
substrate in order for the ECM to provide a diffusive barrier. Where the substrate is dense,

diffusivity will be relatively low, and haptotaxis will be the dominant transport mechanism,
agreement with the existing diffusion-free model.
Substituting Equation (3.54) into Equation (3.53) leads to a single equation for the extracellular matrix density,

Cxxt = 7Ti - 7T2C2 + 7T3C2Ct + 7T4Ctt + -K^CxtCx + Tr6CxxCt (3.55)

7T5 = 2^ - g^ + ^, TT6 = ^ + ^ and ra = -^. This equation has the extra
symmetry solutions given in Table (3.2).
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/(ra)

Die)

gic)

Arbitrary^ Arbitrary Arbitrary

r = C£c+X£
a

+ T&

dx,t)
F(x - at)

a x + at

u2

Arbitrary Arbitrary 2* at + ^aS

*"(*)

ra

1

t + A(z - at)

ran,n^l

1

exp(ac)

ac xadx

1

dc + adx + at

t + Fix- at)

expiac)

a , at(l-n) a | ax(l-n) a
3c + n-2 at ' 2(n-2) dx

log(f^- 1 ))+A(^)

1

a

t + Fix - at)

_i_ _ a
a

-t- Qf.

i a

S3 + 3x" + St

expiu)

1

1

— -1- n— 4- $ac + a a x ^ at

t + Fix - at)

1

1

expiac)

4

log(4) + Fi%)

£ ~ 2«*i - «*al

ta

1

ac + a a x + at

Vfc

t + A(z - at)

Table (3.2): S y m m e t r y Classification of Equation (3.55)

Thefirstthree columns list the functional forms for tumour cell diffusivity, tumour growth and

substrate decay, that allow special symmetries, whose infinitesimal generators are sho
fourth column. The general form of corresponding invariant solutions are shown in the
column.
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T h e system of equations (3.53) and (3.54) with constant diffusion coefficient m a y be written
as a single equation,
fiu)gjc) ig'2,(g" i g' 9/^2 , 1 ,(9g' l* ,r 1 ,<?' „
G»a* ~
?i
TT —<k +K
7^
2(—) JCajCt + — C « + (2— + ~-)Cxt + (— + —)CxXCt
y
Dc
Dcg
g Dcg
g'
Dc
g Dc
Dc
g'
(3.56)
Equation (3.56) may be simplified further by making a specific choice for the functions that
represent tumour cell proliferation /(ra), and extracellular matrix decay, gic).
As an example, with /(ra) = ra2 and gic) = 1, we have,

Cxxt = ctt + cxtCx + cxxct, (3.57)
admitting the Boltzmann scaling symmetry generator,

r-*! + «!• (3.58)
and having invariant solution
c(a,t) = (?<•—).

(3.59)

Substituting the invariant solution (3.59) into the partial differential equation (3.57) gives
the ordinary differential equation for G(0), 9 — A?,
i02 +20 + 4)G"(0) - 40G'i9)G"i0) + 30G\0) - 2G\0)2 = 0. (3.60)
The reduced ODE given above by equation (3.60) is solved using the IMSL routine BVPFD
with boundary conditions
G(0)=0, and G'(5) = 0 (3.61)
a sample plot of which is shown in Figure (3.6).
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Figure(3.6) Example of a similarity solution for tumour density and extracellular matrix
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Equations (3.53) and (3.54). .. .u{x, t) — c(x, t) at t = 1.
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In Figure (3.6) the tumour density is increasing inside a layer adjoining the boundary
of diseased tissue. In this solution, we see that the ECM continues to degrade even though
the total tumour mass is decreasing in proportion to t_1. As with the previous diffusion-free
examples, this is an artifact in our model that allows ECM to continue to decay unabated
independent of the ECM concentration, even though the tumour mass is decreasing.
During the invasion process, the matrix degrades more rapidly as the tumour cells encroach.

This is modelled by an increasing matrix degradation function gic). Although a constant matri

degradation function leads to a substantial simplification in the governing equation, it is n

however a physically realistic model of the processes involved. With a more physically realis
matrix degradation function, gic) = exp(c), we may write equation (3.55) as
cxxt = —ct - c2 - 2c2ct + cu + 3cxtcx + 2cxxct (3.62)

Here, we are assuming a constant diffusion coefficient, D(c) = 1 and a linear tumour prolifer
ation function /(ra) = ra.
Equation (3.62) admits the symmetry generator,

which leads to the invariant solution,

cix, t)=t + Fix-1) (3.64)

Substituting the invariant form (3.64) into the governing equation (3.623) gives the nonlinear third order ordinary differential equation for A(0), 0 = x — t,
F"'i0) - 5A"(0)A'(0) + 3A"(0) - 3A'(0)2 + 2A'(0)3 + 3A(0) = 0. (2.65)

This reduced ODE is solved using the MAPLE routine DSOLVEfNUMERIC], subject to

the initial conditions A(0) = 0, A'(0) = 1 and A"(0) = 1. Sample plots of these solutions are
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shown in Figures (3.7) and (3.8). T h e M A P L E routine D S O L V E is not well suited to solving
two-point boundary value problems but numerically solves initial value problems with ease.
Here, the extracellular matrix concentration has a local maximum, the value of which increases in time. This is not physically realistic as we would expect the extracellular matrix
concentration to decrease in time as the tumour cells invade the substrate of healthy tissue.
At large values of x, the tumour cell concentration attains a uniform value, which over time
decreases. Although this solution does not display the usual physical behaviour one would
expect during the invasion process, it does however make some interesting predictions. The
concentration of extracellular matrix material, decreases as one advances into the tissue spa-

tially. The implication is that there exists a residual concentration of malignant tissue, whic
is active enough to effect healthy tissue decay.
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Higher density E C M provides a mechanical barrier to random motion of tumour cells.
Therefore, it is natural to model D(c) as decreasing. For example, wc consider Die) — cxp(—c).
With decreasing diffusion coefficient A>(c) = exp(—c), increasing substrate degradation

function a(c) — cxp(c) and logistic tumour proliferation function /(ra) — ra(1 —ra), the gover
equation for substrate concentration (3.56) may be written,

Cxxt = - exp(c)ct+(exp(c)-l)q—(exp(c)+2)cjt^+exp(c)ctt+(exp(c)-|-3)cTtt^+(exp(c)-l-l)(^a:ct,
(3.66)
which admits the travelling wave symmetry generator,

r +

367

=l & ( >

and travelling wave invariant solution,

cix,t)=Fix-t). (3.68)

Substituting the invariant solution (3.68) into the governing equation (3.667) gives the
nonlinear third order reduced ordinary differential equation for F(#), 0 — x — t,

F"'i0)+F'i0) expiF)+(expiF)-l)F'i0)2+iexp(F)+2)F'i0)3+exviF)F"(0)-2F"i0)F'(0) = 0.
(3.69)
Equation (3.69) is solved numerically using the MAPLE routine DSOLVEfNUMERICJ, subject
to the initial conditions F(0) — 0, F'(0) — 1 and F"(0) — 1. Sample plots of these solutions
are shown in Figures (3.9) and (3.10).
In Figure (3.10) the extracellular matrix substrate has a local maximum. At this point the

concentration ofthe tumour cells is negligible. The tumour cells arc unable to advance spatial
beyond this point, as shown in Figure (3.9). As the invasion of malignant cells continues over
45

time, the position of this local m a x i m u m recedes, allowing the tumour cells to advance into the
substrate of healthy tissue.
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3.2.4

Validation of the Software for the N u m e r i c a l Solution of Parabolic

Partial Differential Equations
We have seen in the previous sections that a symmetry reduction enables an equation to be

simplified. A partial differential equation will be simplified to an ordinary differential equ
whilst an ordinary differential equation will be reduced by one order. The aim of such a sim-

plification is to find an exact analytic solution to the equation subject to any associated in
or boundary conditions. Tables (3.1) and (3.2) provide many possible symmetry reductions
which enable just such a simplification.
In terms of our modelling, we are interested in those reductions that provide a physically
realistic solution.
From the possible reductions we are primarily interested in those that satisfy the condition,
/•OO

/
fo

uCx,t)dx <oo

(3.70)

and have cix,t) decreasing and ra(a;,t) simultaneously increasing in time for x in some domain
That is, the number of tumour cells remains finite and simultaneous tumour growth and decay
of substrate occurs in some region.

If the obtained symmetry reduction doesn't satisfy these requirements, this is not to say that

the resulting solution is not useful. Indeed, in just such a case, an analytic solution may st

be used to test and validate the reliability of numerical solutions, obtained using commercial

available software, or numerical solution techniques such as finite differences, finite elemen
boundary elements, for example.
For each system to be used for detailed modelling, the governing equations are solved
using PDETWO (Software by Melgaard & Sincovec 1981) which reduces a partial differential

equation to a system of ordinary differential equations using a method of lines with continuou
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time variable and discretised space variable. T h e resulting system of ordinary differential
equations is numerically solved by the method of Runge-Kutta.
The accuracy of this package has been well established with single nonlinear parabolic
equations (Broadbridge 1985). As we are using the software to solve a system of equations, we
test the accuracy of PDETWO with an exact analytic solution, found by symmetry reduction,
[see Appendix A].

3.3 Numerical Results and Discussion
We assume that there is normal tissue ahead of the front of invasive cells and full malignancy
behind. This gives rise to the (dimensionless) boundary conditions,
c(0, t) = 0, ra(0, t) = 1, c(oo, t) = 1, and ra(oo, t) = 0. (3.71)
These conditions are consistent with those of Perumpanani et al (1999(b)), who considered
the form and stability of a travelling wave solution for a well-established malignant invasion.
Here, we provide initial conditions that are more appropriate for the onset of tumour invasion,
namely that the host tissue is initially uniformly healthy,
cix,0) = 1 and ra(z,0) = 0. (3.72)

Because ofthe initial discontinuity in cix, t) at the outer tissue surface x = 0, where the tumou
first penetrates, a steady travelling wave will not be apparent in the early stages of invasion.
However, since the conditions at x = 0 ofthe travelling wave solution for x e (—oo, oo) approach
those of (3.71) at large t, the solution for the initial-boundary value problem considered here,

will approach the travelling wave solution at large-t, provided the latter is stable. This situat
is analogous to the problem of sudden wetting of a soil surface, wherein the travelling wave
solution is approached asymptotically at large-t, (Philip 1969).
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Protease enzymes regulate the interactions a m o n g cells and between cells and the extracellular matrix. These interactions may stimulate growth, wound healing or in the case of
malignancy, degradation of the extracellular matrix. We consider early times, before the protease concentration is close to steady state. At early time, we therefore include a transient
protease concentration. Thus,

g=u(1 _„)_!(„*) (3.73)
| = -po (3.74)
dp FP"o
-^ = <*2-^ + p-iuc-f32p.

(3.75)

The scaling assumed within the above dimensionless equations is outlined in Appendix B.
The system defined by equations (3.73)-(3.75) is similar to that of Perumpanani et al.
(1999(b)) and Perumpanani & Norbury (1999), yet here we include the effects of protease
diffusion.
Perumpanani and Norbury (1999) previously considered a model that, on first appearances

included the effects of protease diffusion. This protease diffusion is for the most part artifi

the protease diffusion coefficient, k&, was set to zero in the majority of numerical calculation
subsequent simulations, the authors investigated the relationship between the minimum speed
of a travelling wave and the value of the protease diffusion coefficient. At all times however,

the coefficient of cellular motility due to haptotaxis was at least twice the value of the prot

diffusion coefficient. In addition, in this model, the dimensionless rate of protease production
was also at least twice the dimensionless protease diffusion coefficient. Further, the rate of
protease decay was also much less than the corresponding rate of tumour cell proliferation
and cell motility due to haptotaxis. This is somewhat inconsistent with the hypothesis of the
models considered by Perumpanani et al (1999(b)) and Perumpanani and Norbury (1999), of
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rapid time scales for protease production, diffusion and decay w h e n compared to similar time
scales for cellular motility due to haptotaxis.
In this system defined above by equations (3.73)-(3.75), the protease diffusivity is taken

to be of a higher order of magnitude than that of the haptotactic coefficient for the transport
of large tumour cells, that is a2 = 10. With such a protease diffusivity included, we allow
for the secretion and molecular transport of the enzyme, while the model remains physically

realistic in that most of the protease activity can be thought of as occurring on the surface o

the extra-cellular matrix. Both the rate of protease release and the rate of proteloytic matrix
decay are proportional to the concentration of ECM.
With protease concentration p(x,t) governed by a reaction-diffusion equation (3.65), it
is necessary to impose two additional boundary conditions. At the large-x boundary where
negligible matrix degradation has taken place, we assume p = 0. At the boundary x = 0, where
the ECM has suffered comprehensive breakdown, we assume that the protease concentration
is at some fixed level -KQ, in dimensionless form.
In our numerical simulations, we take fj = 100, corresponding to the large parameter K

of Perumpanani et al. (1999(b)). In order to include the full range of qualitative effects in t

initial numerical simulation, we assume here that /?i = -KQ = 1. At early time (t = 0.005), the

exists a build-up of invasive tissue ra(rc, t) (Figure (3.11)) which can be attributed to the i
discontinuity in cix,t) at ix,t) = (0,0). We show later that this unnaturally high density
of tumour tissue at early times may be largely avoided by incorporating random motility of
tumour cells.
The discontinuity in cix,t) for early time is evident in the substrate profile (Figure 3.12),

while for later time (t = 5.0), the peak in ra(a;,t) recedes and both ra(a;, t) and cix, t) asy
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totically approach a travelling wave solution.
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Figure(3.11} Numerical solution fbr'tumour density given ut =ra(l—ra)— iucx)x,
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Figure (3.13) shows the increase, with time, of the tumour mass f£°ra(x,t)dx. At the onset

of invasion, corresponding to the peak in the invasive tissue, there is an initial surge of g
followed much later by slower linear growth. It is during the period of slower linear growth
that the travelling wave solution is approached asymptotically.
Previous models of cellular motility have omitted (Perumpanani et al. 1999(b)) or included
(Orme and Chaplain 1996, 1997; Anderson and Chaplain 1998) the process of random motility
or diffusion, as well as motility due to other factors, such as chemotaxis, chemokinesis and
haptotaxis. Here we compare the solutions for tumour invasion and substrate degradation
when either or both of the haptotaxis and random diffusion mechanisms are operating. When

we include a diffusion term, we have a nonlinear diffusivity that is relatively insignificant
the cell matrix substrate is dense. This leads to the system,
du d du.

f

d dc . .

| = -PC (3.77)

m=a2W

+ 0lUC /hl

~

'-

(3 78)

-

In the following cases depicted, the diffusivity is a rapidly decreasing function of the substrate concentration, Die) =

e
(c+0 01)2,

where e = 10~2 and the tumour cell proliferation is

described by /(ra) = ra(l - ra).
Figure (3.14) displays the profile of the advancing front of invasive tissue for early time,

t = 0.05. At this early time, with tumour cell motility included, the initial peak of compres

tissue is not apparent. As time progresses the profile of invasive tissue evolves to a travel

wave. Figure (3.14) displays the profile of invasive tissue is shown for the later dimensionl
times t = 0.5,0.75 and t = 1.0.
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Figure(3.14) Numerical solutroirfortumour density given ut = i(c+o_01\i)x+ui^ —u) — (rac*)**

Ct = —pc and pt = a%pxx + /3iuc — fop. Output times are t = 0.005, 0.5, 0.75 and t — 1 fr
left to right. With tumour cell random motility, there is no layer of compressed tissue
early times.
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I.O-i

Figure(3.1&) Numerical solution for E C M density givenraf= ((c+0.01)i)x +ra(l-ra)- iucx)x,
ct = -pc and pt = a2pxx + fouc - fop. Output times are t = 0.005, 0.5, 0.75 and t = 1 from left
to right.
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Again, the evolution to a travelling wave solution is shown in the profiles for substrate

tissue c(x,t). Figure (3.15) displays the initial discontinuity in c(x,t) near the boundary x = 0
and the later evolution to a travelling wave.

3.4 Conclusion
During the initial stages of tumour cell invasion, there exists a build-up of compressed
tumour tissue. This is due to the discontinuity in ECM density near ix,t) = (0,0) leading
to both diffusive and haptotactic components of tumour mass flux density decreasing with x,
resulting in a barrier effect in a region where the tumour density is already large. Although a
purely hyperbolic model adequately describes the late travelling wave stage of tumour invasion,
diffusion processes are very important in the early stages of tumour development. At early
times it is not adequate to assume a steady protease concentration. The incorporation of both
random cell motility and unsteady protease production-decay leads to a greatly modified peak
in the tumour density profile. We expect that this peak will be further reduced when elasticity

effects are taken into account. At early times, the travelling wave profile extensively discussed
by Perumpanani et al (1999(b)) is not apparent. As time progresses, the peak in the invasive
tissue profile recedes as the solution asymptotically evolves to a travelling wave profile.
Where we include all the effects of cellular migration, proliferation and haptotaxis, even in
the case that protease production occurs on a time-scale much shorter than other parameters,
the barrier build-up at early time is not evident except at extremely early times, further
highlighting the importance of diffusive effects smoothing the initial discontinuity in cix, t)
The early peak in the invasive tissue profile present at extremely early times, recedes as the
solution evolves to a travelling wave-like profile with no local maximum.
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W e have found that even in the absence of haptotaxis, random motility with a decreas-

ing diffusivity also predicts the pattern of cellular migration that is usually attributed to
haptotactic response. This should be no surprise as the governing equation then resembles
Fisher's equation, which was developed to describe the advancing wave of a new advantageous
gene through a populated region, (Fisher 1937). The main difference between haptotaxis and
random motility models is that the latter have a much reduced layer of compressed tumour at

early times. This could therefore be used as an indirect experimental test to distinguish between the two mechanisms. Although the solution to the model without haptotaxis has indeed

been constructed, there is no need to explicitly display it as the model for cellular migrati
as it closely resembles Fisher's equation, the solutions of which are well known.
When tumour production functions with consistent values for both stages of invasion are

considered, the solutions are relatively insensitive to the choice of /(ra). This implies tha

more important to better quantify the nature ofthe diffusivity Die) at various values of c(#,
and the value and constancy of the haptotactic coefficient.
Tumour advance may be directed by either of the mechanisms of haptotaxis or chemotaxis.
So far we have not considered the chemotaxis mechanism in which chemoattractants are mobile.
This will be addressed in the next chapter.
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4

Symmetry Solutions for Cellular Migration Due

to Chemotaxis
Cellular migration is a key feature of many biological processes including embryogenesis,
wound healing, the immune response and metastatic invasion.
During invasion in-vivo, cells adhere to a substrate of extracellular material composed of
glycoproteins such as laminin, collagen and fibronectin, through tumour cell receptors known
as integrins. The interaction of these integrins with the substrate glycoproteins induces the
production of protease which subsequently degrades the extracellular matrix. The degradation
caused by these proteins is believed to produce a concentration gradient that is exploited by
the invasive cells to advance further into the substrate of healthy tissue.
Cellular motility in response to a fixed concentration gradient of attached immobile attrac-

tant is known as haptotaxis whilst cellular motility in response to a concentration gradient of
dissolved attractant is known as chemotaxis.
Previous authors have considered the chemotactic motility of cellular material in wound
healing (Pettet et al. 1996(a), 1996(b)) and in the secretion of tumour angiogenesis factors
(see e.g. Anderson and Chaplain 1998; Chaplain 1995, 1996; Chaplain et al. 1995; Chaplain
and Anderson 1996).
We consider a model in which a species of cell moves in response to a gradient of some
soluble attractant. This leads to the system of equations

du d .du d da

da

d 2a
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. .

,t .

wherera(»,t) is the concentration of some species of cell and a(x, t) is the concentration of the
soluble chemoattractant.
Re-arranging (4.2) for «(sc, t) gives
axx <H / A 0\

u=

(4 3)

^ p

'

which upon substituting into equation (4.1) leads to a single nonlinear fourth order equation
for aix,t).
Thus,
axxxx = k\axxt — foatt — kzaxxat + k4a2 + k<$axaxxx + k&axaxt + k7a2axx + k%axat + k^a2x (4.4)
whprp Jh — 1 + -i- fro — -J— fr, - ^M_^_ _|_ 5^£l 4. -J— h. — g'W i
wnere K\ - 1 -+- D(a), «2 - D(a), «3 - 5(a) £>(a) + i^T + L>(a) > K4 — g(a) D(a)'
K

5 - <* <?(a)

:DT>T+ £>(O)

' K6 ~ Z?(a) * 5(a) £>(a) ' ^ ~ TfcT lP^I' ~*~ D(a) g(a) D{a) g{a) '

fr0 — O f f i s h 2 _ g".(a) _ ^ ' W g'W 4- 9'(a) 1

_ J r, _ ff'(a) ,

1

To determine classical symmetries of equation (4.4), we consider the infinitesimal transformations,
a* = a + eAix, t, a) + 0(e2)
x* = x + eXix,t,a) + Oie2) (4.5)
t* = t + eT(z,t,a) + 0(e2)
where the symmetry generator is

If equation (4.4) is invariant under the infinitesimal transformations (4.5), independence in
the derivatives leads to a system of determining equations which are solved. This symmetry
analysis is conducted with the symmetry finding package Dimsym (Sherring 1993) under the
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algebraic manipulation software REDUCE.

Conducting this symmetry analysis, wefindthat

equation (4.4) is invariant under the symmetries given in Table (4.1).

Dia)

gia)

T = AJL + X£ + T &

Arbitrary Arbitrary Mdt^

Da

0

aix,t)
F

(fl)

dx

c

~5x~ + Tt

Fix - ct)
t + Fix - ct)

1

A 4- n JL -X- JL
da + C 3J + dt
JL + rJL + £

exp(ma)

JL+ cJL+d_

1

d

exp(mo)

da ^ cdx ^ dt
da + cdx
,„ d

+

dt
, d

t + Fix - ct)
t + Fix- ct)
t + Fix- ct)

Table (4.1): S y m m e t r y Classification of Equation (4.4)
Thefirsttwo columns list the functional forms for tumour cell diffusivity and for chemoattrac-

tant decay, that allow special symmetries, whose infinitesimal generators are shown in the

column. The general form of corresponding invariant solutions is shown in the fourth column
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4.1

Cellular Motility due to Cellular Diffusion and Chemotaxis

The fourth order equation modelling cellular transport induced by cellular diffusion and chem
taxis (equation (4.4)),

Q>xxxx = kidxxt — k2dtt — k$axxat + k±a\ + k$axaxxx

+ k$axaxt + kjaxaxx + k&a2at + kga:

with constant ki ii = 1..9) given in the previous section is invariant under the Boltzmann
Similarity Generator,

for arbitrary choices of cellular diffusion D(a) and chemoattractant decay gia).
The one parameter group of scaling transformations leading to the Boltzmann Similarity
generator,
a = a x = eex t = e2et (4.8)

when substituted into equation (4.4) gives,

c axxxx

=

£ k\axx^ e fc2&tt ^ k^axxaj + e k^a^ + e k§axaxxx

+eAekeaxaxt + eAek7a2xaxx + e4efc8slaf + e4ekgalx. (4.9)

When we divide throughout by the common factor e4e, equation (4.9) simplifies to the
original equation (4.4) in transformed variables,

axxxx = kiaxxt-k2o^-kzaxxat+k4a2 + fc5asa^x + fc6as%t + fc7aIass + fc8Slat + fc9aL- (4-10)

With constant diffusivity (D(a) = Da) and exponential chemoattractant decay
(p(a) = exp(rafl)), equation (4.4) simplifies to,

axxxx = 2axxt — au — oaxxat + at+ 3axaxxx — 3axaxt — 2axaxx + 2axat + 2axx. (4.11)
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Substituting the Boltzmann invariant form,

aix,t) = Fi^=) (4.12)

into equation (4.11) gives the fourth order nonlinear ordinary differential equation in F

F*iz) + zF'"iz) + (2 + £)F»iz) + \F'iz) - |(z + 1)F'(*)F"(*) - (| + ^)F'(z)2
-3F'(z)F'"(z) + 2F"(z)F'(;z)2 - 2F"(z)2 + zF\zf = 0. (4.13)

Equation (4.13) is solved numerically using the M A P L E routine DSOLVEfNUMERICj

with

initial conditions F(0) = 1, F'(0) = -1, F"(0) = 0 and F"'(0) = 0. Sample plots of these
solutions are shown in Figures (4.1) and (4.2).
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Figure(4.1) Example of a similarity solution for cellular density as a function of z = -T=.

Here, «(a:,t) = [F"(z) + |zF'(z)]/texp(F(z)), D(a) = 1 and 5(a) = exp(a) for Equations (4.1)
and (4.2).
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Figure(4.2) Example of a similarity solution for chemoattractant concentration as a func-

tion of z = -j=. Here, a(x,t) = F(z), D(a) = 1 and g(a) = exp(a) for Equations (4.
(4.2).
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Alternatively, equation (4.11) admits a modified travelling wave generator
T,

d d d
r=

da-

+

d-x + M'

^

which leads to the modified travelling wave invariant solution,
aix,t)=t + Gix-t). (4.15)
The invariant given above in equation (4.15) reduces equation (4.11) to the fourth order
nonlinear ordinary differential equation,
G™iz) + 2G'"iz) + AG"iz) + 2G\z) - 6G'iz)G"iz) - 3G'iz)2
-3G'iz)G'"iz) + 2G"iz)G'iz)2 + 2G\zf - 2G"'(^)2 -1 = 0. (4.16)
Equation (4.16) is solved numerically using the MAPLE routine DSOLVEfNUMERICj with
initial conditions G(0) = 1, G"(0) = -1, G"(0) = 0 and G'"(0) = 0. Sample plots of these
solutions are shown in Figures (4.3) and (4.4).
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Figure (4.3) Example of a similarity solution for cellular density as a function of z = x—t at

t = 0.25. Here, u(a;,i) = [G"(z) — G'(z) + l]/exp(C7(z)), D(a) = 1 and g(a) — exp(a) for Eq
(4.1) and (4.2).
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Figure(4.4) Example of a similarity solution for chemoattractant concentration as a func-

tion of z = x-t at t = 0.25. Here, a(x,t) =t + G{z), I>(a) = 1 and p(a) = a for Eq
and (4.2).
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Figure (4.1) displays the monotonically increasing concentration of tumour cells uix,t), as

a function of the reduced variable z = A^. This is in contrast to the cellular concentration as
a function of the reduced variable z = x — t which has a distinct minimum as shown in Figure
(4.3).
This difference is due to the distinctive profile of chemoattractant concentration aix,t),
displayed in Figures (4.2) and (4.4). With a Boltzmann symmetry solution, the concentration
of chemoattractant is monotonically decreasing, whilst for the modified travelling wave solution, the concentration of chemoattractant has a minimum. We note here, that the choice of

identical initial conditions has no physical significance for either the Boltzmann or travell
wave symmetry solutions, rather, they are chosen to highlight the variations in solution based
upon the choice of invariant form.
If the rate of chemoattractant decay is constant (p(a) = 1), equation (4.4) may be written,

axxxx = 2axxt — 2att — axxat + axaxxx — axaxt + axx. (4-17)

Equation (4.17) may be written as a fourth order nonlinear ordinary differential equation
after application of the Boltzmann invariant solution, a(x,t) = F(-T=). Thus, we may write
equation (4.17) as,

Fiviz) + zF'"iz) + (2 + ~)F"iz) + \F\Z) - zF"iz)F'iz) - F'"iz)F'iz) - F'iz)2 - F"iz)2 = 0,
(4.18)
where again z — A*t.
This equation is solved using the MAPLE routine DSOLVEfNUMERICj with initial conditions F(0) = 1, F'(0) = -1, F"(0) = 0 and F'"(0) = 0, solutions of which are shown in Figures
(4.5) and (4.6).
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Figure (4.5) Example of a similarity solution for cellular density as a function of z = ^ .
Here, u(x,t) = [F"(z) + \zF'{z)]/t, D{a) = 1 and g(a) = 1 for Equations (4.1) and (4.2).
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Figure(4.6) Example of a similarity solution for chemoattractant concentration as a func-

tion of z = -A?. Here, a{x,t) = F{z), D(a) = 1 and gia) = 1 for Equations (4.1) and (4.2).
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With chemoattractant decaying at an exponential rate (Figure (4.1)), we see that the con-

centration of tumour cells is monotonically increasing and asymptotes toward an impermeable

barrier. Where the chemoattractant is decaying at a constant rate however, the concentratio

of tumour cells gradually increases and no impermeable barrier is evident, as shown in Figu
(4.5). In both cases, the chemoattractant is monotonically decreasing.

The difference in the tumour cell concentration is due to the rate of chemoattractant decay
When the chemoattractant decays at an exponential rate, the rapid decay of chemoattractant

means that there is insufficient chemical signal to provide the cells with a migratory sti
Hence the appearence of the impermeable barrier in Figure (4.1).
Alternatively, we may apply a time-shifted travelling wave invariant solution,
aix,t) =t + Gix — t) to reduce equation (4.17) to (solution not shown)

Giviz) + 2G'"iz) + 3G"iz) - 2G'iz)G"iz) - G'"(z)G'(*) - G"iz)2 = 0. (4.19)

4.2 Cellular Motility due to Chemotaxis

If we consider the case where chemotaxis is the only cell migration mechanism considered, t

third order equation that results from setting the coefficient of random cellular migratio
to zero is,
.g'ia) „. g'ia)

2

•> g'ia) i g'ia) i ,.

Ox^t = au+ (—rr + l)ataxx
9W

rrat -axx ~o-xxxax + axaxt + —r^-axaxx
gia)
gia)

rraxat
gia)

(4-20)

is invariant under the Boltzmann Similarity Generator, F = 2t^+x-^ for arbitrary choices of

gia)The one parameter group of scaling transformations leading to the Boltzmann Similarity
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generator, a = a, x = e€x and t = e2H when substituted into equation (4.20) gives,
e4etW = e4e%+e46 (—+l)aiaxx -eAe—a^-eAea%-e4eaxxxax+eAeaxax^
(4.21)

which upon dividing throughout by e4e simplifies to the original equation in transformed
ables,
g' g' -2 -2 - - g' -2- g' ~2-

a>xxt= a u + (~~ + !)&£%»

% — o,xx — axxxax + axaxi H — a x a x x

axai.

(4.22)

With exponential chemoattractant decay, gia) = exp(o), equation (4.22) may be written,
ey ey ey ey

Q-xxt = dtt + 2ataxx — at — axx — axxxax + axaxt + axaxx — axat

(4.23)

and has Boltzmann invariant form,a(a;,f) = PiA?).

Substituting the Boltzmann invariant form into equation (4.23) gives the third order no
linear ordinary differential equation,
jF'"iz)+ il + j)F"iz) + \F'iz) - zF'iz)F"iz)ey

(I +

T)P'(42
Zi

~ F"(42 ~ F'"iz)F'iz) + F'iz)2F"iz) +

TC

|F'(2)

= 0. (4.24)
Z

Equation (4.24) is solved numerically using the MAPLE routine DSOLVEfNUMERIC],

with initial conditions F(0) = 1, F'(0) = —1 and F"(0) = 0, solutions of which are show
Figures (4.7) and (4.8).
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Figure(4.7) Example of a similarity solution for cellular density as a function of z =

X

AT

Here, u(x,t) = [F"(z) + ^zF'(z)]/iexp(F(z)), D(a) = 0 and g(a) = exp(a) for Equations (4.1)
and (4.2).
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Figure(4.8) Example of a similarity solution for chemoattractant concentration as a function of z = ^. Here, a(x,t) = F(-%), £>(a) = 0 and g{a) = exp(a) for Equations (4.1) and
(4.2).
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Alternatively, equation (4.23) admits the modified travelling wave invariant form,
aix, t) = t + Gix -1) which reduces equation (4.23) to

G'''iz)+3G''iz)-3G'iz)G''iz)-2G'iz)-g'iz)2-G''iz)2-G'''iz)G'iz)+G"^
(4.25)
Equation (4.25) is solved numerically using the MAPLE routine DSOLVE'[NUMERIC] subject to the initial conditions G(0) = 1, G'(0) = -1 and G"(0) = 0. Sample plots of these
solutions are shown in Figures (4.9) and (4.10).
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Figure(4.9) Example of a similarity solution for cellular density as a function of z = x — t.

Here, uix,t) = [G"(z) - G'{z) + l]/exp(G(z)), D{a) = 1 and g{a) = exp(a) for Equations (4.
and (4.2).
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Figure(4.10) Example of a similarity solution for chemoattractant concentration as a
function of z = x — t. Here, a(x,t) = G(z), f?(a) = 0 and gia) — exp(a) for Equations(4.1) and
(4.2).
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Figures (4.7) and (4.9) display the concentration of tumour cells for the Boltzmann and
modified travelling wave invariant forms respectively. The Boltzmann solution (Figure (4.7)) is

monotonically increasing until an impermeable barrier is reached, whilst the modified travelling
wave solution is decreasing. This is due to the concentration of chemoattractant which has a
minimum for the Boltzmann solution (Figure (4.8)) and is decreasing for the modified travelling
wave solution (Figure (4.10). The differences in chemoattractant concentration is a result of
the differences in the reduced ordinary differential equation that is generated by substituting
the invariant solution into the governing partial differential equation.
The Boltzmann invariant form generates solutions that have a similar profile for the tumour
cell concentration in the presence and absence of diffusion. In both cases, (diffusion present,
Figure (4.1); diffusion absent, Figure (4.7)) the concentration of tumour cells is monotonically
increasing and an impermeable barrier is evident. However, the chemoattractant profiles are

quite disparate. Where tumour cell diffusion is present, the concentration of chemoattractant is
decreasing and where tumour cell diffusion is absent, chemoattractant concentration increases.
This implies that random tumour cell diffusion is sufficient to induce tumour cell motility in
the absence of a chemical stimulus.
For the modified travelling wave solution however, the effect of tumour cell diffusion causes
a minimum (Figure (4.3)) in the concentration of tumour cells and the absence of cell diffusion
leads to a decreasing concentration of tumour cells (Figure (4.9)). This is also the case for
chemoattractant concentration, as shown in Figure (4.4) (diffusion present) and Figure (4.10)
(diffusion free) respectively.
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4.3

Conclusion

We have constructed analytic solutions to the system of nonlinear coupled diffusion equations
modelling cellular transport due to chemotaxis by symmetry reduction using Lie's classical
method.
Reducing this system to a single equation by substitution, yields a fourth order nonlinear
partial differential equation that is amenable to symmetry analysis with the aid of algebraic
software.
For arbitrary functions Dia) and gia), that represent cell diffusion and chemoattractant

decay respectively, we have found that the fourth order partial differential equation is invari
under the Boltzmann symmetry posessing an invariant solution a(a;, t) — F(z); z = A?.
The resulting profile of cellular concentration found by solving a reduced ordinary differ-

ential equation is influenced by the choice of cell diffusion, chemoattratant in addition to th
invariant solution selected.
We have determined that random cellular diffusion is sufficient to induce a cell motility
response in the absence of a sufficient chemical stimulus.
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5

Solutions for Cellular Migration in a Controlled

In-Vitro Experiment
5.1 Introduction
Chemotaxis is motility in response to a gradient of soluble attractant whilst haptotaxis is

the motility response along the concentration gradient of an insoluble attractant that is bou
to the matrix of extracellular material (Carter 1965, 1967). Due to the complexity of in-vivo

migration, it is often unclear whether chemotaxis, haptotaxis or a combination of both contro
cellular transport. It has been demonstrated however, that chemotaxis and haptotaxis are
mediated by separate signal transduction mechanisms. Both the chemotactic and haptotactic

response of the A2058 melanoma cell line were stimulated by the extracellular matrix proteins

laminin, fibronectin and type IV collagen. When the A2058 cells were pre-treated with pertuss
toxin, the chemotactic response to laminin and type IV collagen was inhibited, whereas the
haptotactic response was relatively insensitive (Aznavoorian et al 1990).
It has also been demonstrated that the EL-4 Murine Lymphoma and the Walker 256 Carcinosarcoma cell lines respond chemotactically to products of resorbing bone (Orr et al 1979).

Indeed, the Walker 256 Carsinosarcoma cell line is also chemoactive to peptide chemotactic fa
tors, phorbol esters and N-Formylmethionylleucylphenylalanine (fMLP), (Rayner et al. 1985,
Clarke & Varani 1984).
The A2058 melanoma cell line is stimulated chemotactically by the adenosine and adenine
nucleotides (Woodhouse et al 1998) and the M27 variant of the Lewis Lung Carcinoma is
highly responsive to a positive gradient ofthe elastin peptide VGVAPG (Val-Gly-Val-Ala-ProGly) (Blood et al. 1989).
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A n understanding of the elements of cellular migration is an important step to understanding the processes involved in metastasis. This understanding has important therapeutic
implications as the majority of cancer deaths result from secondary metastasis rather than
from the initial tumour. Various aspects of the migration process can be studied in isolation
either in carefully controlled in-vitro experiments or in mathematical models.
If migration by chemotaxis and haptotaxis is to be predicted, then the relevant transport
coefficients must be unambiguously measurable from experimental data. This requires a clear
understanding of the most fundamental boundary value problems describing experiments in
chemotaxis chambers. To this end, we investigate the simplest mathematical model that could
be used for this purpose. Interestingly, very few modelling elements are required to explain
the saturation effect in which chemotactic motility reaches a maximum, after which motility
decreases with an increasing, concentration of chemotactic agent. This effect is one of the
most puzzling outcomes of controlled in-vitro experiments. We explain the saturation effect by
demonstrating that chemotactic cell transport has an upper bound that cannot be exceeded
by increasing the chemotactic gradient and that this upper bound is a consequence of the nature of the combined chemotactic-diffusive transport mechanism, without matrix degradation,
attractant degradation or receptor inactivation needing to be considered.
After non-dimensionalising the model, it is seen that the system is dominated by diffusion or
by chemotaxis as the initial chemoattractant concentration ao approaches 0 or oo respectively.
The diffusion-dominated small-ao model unambiguously predicts that tumour cell transport
increases with ao whereas the chemotaxis-dominated model clearly predicts a saturation effect.
This is partly due to the deceleration of the migration front, which somewhat surprisingly is
predicted in our solutions to have an upper limit to its penetration depth, advancing not as
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far as the attractant chamber wall, as time approaches infinity. Chemotaxis causes an early
rush of tumour cells towards the source of attractant so that an initial asymmetry in tumour
cell density may be largely inverted. This represents an overshoot beyond the equilibrium
state of uniform concentration, which is the only steady state possible when both diffusion
and chemotaxis are operating. Hence the tumour mass transfer reaches a maximum before the
tumour mass flux changes direction. In order to understand this process, we have successively
analysed a diffusion-dominated model and a chemotaxis-dominated model. Each of these is
amenable to standard methods of exact analysis.
In Section (5.2) we investigate cell transport where random cell diffusion is the agent of

cellular motility. We demonstrate, that with diffusion only acting to transport cells, the system quickly reaches a steady state characterised by diffusive equilibrium. In Section (5.3) we
nondimensionalise the system of governing equations and find that the remaining parameter is
dependent on the value of the initial chemotactic concentration ao- This motivates us to consider perturbation expansions for the diffusion-dominant case, ao small, and the chemotaxisdominant case, ao large in Section (5.4). For completeness in Section (5.4) we consider the
motility response to a haptotactic concentration gradient where the attractant is insoluble
and is bound to the extracellular matrix material substrate. In Section (5.5) we examine the
transport of cells when both diffusion and chemotaxis are important.

5.2 Diffusion-Only Model
We consider cellular motility induced by cellular diffusion and diffusion of some soluble
chemoattractant. Experimental in-vitro studies of this phenomenon are conducted in a Boyden
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Chamber (Boyden 1962), a 48-well chemotaxis chamber (Falk et al 1980; Harvarth et al
1980; Harvarth & Leonard 1982; Richards k McCullough 1984) or a comparable device. In
this chapter we calculate all solutions on the basis of a 48-well chemotaxis chamber.
The 48-well chemotaxis chamber consists of an acrylic base plate with 48 wells, with each
well having a volume of 25//L and a radial distance approximately equal to 1.6mm. The acrylic
top plate contains 48 holes constituting the top chambers when the unit is assembled. In
between the two plates is a Nucleopore filter sheet, approximately 10pm thick with 5pm hole
size. The unit is sealed with a silicon gasket. (Specifications courtesy of NeuroProbe Inc.)
The proteins to be tested as chemoattractants are placed in the lower wells and the cells are
added to the upper wells. After incubation, usually at body temperature, the migrated cells
are quantified, normally by light microscopy under high magnification. Experimentalists take
the stimulated motility to be the motile response of the cells under assay less the migratory
response due to random diffusion. To determine random motility experimentally a uniform
amount of soluble chemoattractant is added to both sides of a 48-well chemotaxis chamber.
This implies that there is no gradient of attraction, so that any migration must be due to
random diffusion. Aznavoorian et al (1990) found in chemotaxis, the random motility was 22

cells per high power field for fibronectin, 10 cells per high power field for laminin and bet
2 and 10 cells per high power field for type IV collagen. When considering motility for these

proteins, to enhance cell adherence the nucleopore filter sheet is soaked in different soluti
acid and protein which may account for the disparity in experimental cell migration. Another

possible explanation for this disparity is that the period of incubation is simply not long e
for the cells to reach a state of diffusive equilibrium.
Consideration of motility due to cellular diffusion and diffusion of some soluble chemoat-
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tractant leads to the system of equations,

du d2u d2a
m=0LW*-^

(5-1)

9a d2a . „.

In order to identify nonlinear effects we first consider a linear model in which the che

flux «|| is approximated by /5|^ with constant j3. This system is solved subject to zero
boundary conditions,

-4? + ^ =0, x = 0,L (5.3)
' dx

dx

da
7 ^ = 0,
dx

x = 0rL

(5.4)

and step-function initial conditions,

uix, 0) = ua,

0< x< — — n

(5.5(a))

Z

uix, 0) = 0, --n<x<L (5.5(6))
Z

a(x> 0) = 0, 0<x<-+r) (5.6(a))
Z

a{xx0) = aO, - + n < x < L. (5.6(6))
z
Here, «(#, t) represents the concentration of tumour cells, aix, t) is the concentration

soluble chemoattractant, L is the width of the 48-well chemotaxis chamber and 2rj is the

of the nucleopore filter sheet. We impose zero flux conditions at both ends of the chambe

neither the cells nor the chemoattractant is able to flow outside the confines of the ch

during the experiment. Similarly, the step-function initial conditions ensure that initia

the tumour cells and chemoattractant is confined to the upper and lower chambers respect

This linear coupled boundary value problem is amenable to exact analysis and to facilita

the solution we make the assumption that the width of the nucleopore filter sheet separa
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the upper and lower chambers is infinitesimally thin when compared to the width of the 48-well
chemotaxis chamber. To this end, we take rjf —»• 0.
The solution of the linear boundary value problem defined above by equations (5.1) - (5.6)
is found by taking Laplace transforms,
L{f(f)}= / e-*f(t)dt (5.7)
Jo
which reduces the coupled boundary value problem to a system of linear ordinary differential
equations.

These ordinary differential equations are easily solved, the solution of which is inverted by

taking inverse Laplace transforms to give the solution of the original boundary value problem
The concentration of tumour cells resulting from diffusion acting solely may be written,
. ^ u0 2aoP ^ (-1)" -<a"-i).a»V _(2n-i)2A* (2n-l)nx.
2MQ ^. (-1)" _(2-.>V.« (2n-l)jrx, ,_ „,
_
B
C05(
(5 8)

T S 2^l ^^

L >' -

whilst the solution for the concentration of the soluble chemoattractant may be written,

We have tacitly assumed continuity of concentration and flux of both the tumour cells and
chemoattractant at the filter boundary, x = \
Figures (5.1) and (5.2) display the change in concentration over time of the tumour cells

and soluble chemoattractant. With random diffusion as the sole agent of cellular motility, th
system approaches a state of equilibrium characterised by a uniform distribution of cells in
the upper and lower chambers. We find too, that the concentration of soluble chemoattractant

rapidly reaches an equilibrium state characterised by an equal concentration of chemoattract
in both the upper and lower chambers.
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Figure(5.1)~ Tumour cell concenlratiuii during transport by diffusion at times t = 0.1,1,2
and t = 5.
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Figure (5.2)" Soluble chemoattractanlr concentration during transport by diffusion at times
£ = 0.1,1,2 and t = 5.
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5-3 Biifiision-DominalecL M o d e l

We consider the chemotactic migration of a species of cell in response to a

soluble attractant. The effect of adding a chemoattractant to the lower cham
by considering the model,
du d r, du , .da-. L . L. /K1A, ,* = * > * £ - " » * « t o £ J /«• j > l« - jl > 7

I^^I-^^CII^^-IK^
^a

9 r ^ da-.
l

m ' T^Si 9a

.
hm

d ,, ^ 9a,

,

L

/" i > I* - j I > T
.

,

-*i^+-^X(a)^=0

~

lim

= 0

pi^--^fczux(a)^-l=

L

L,

^ = 0,L

x = Q,L

lim

4>Da.^L=

*-(f+7)-

5aj

[fci--- A;2«x(a) — ]

lim

^(f+7)+
92.

(5 IO(6))

-

.

. ..

('-"("J)
/^-.-.z-iw

(5.12)

(5.13)

„(1m.T) J ^ i - *^ ( a ) c|i=Jfc„- f e i - ^ ^ i '
lim

(570(a))

D

a

—

&*

(5.14(a))

(5 14(6))

-

(5.15(a))

lim

(j>D^=

lim

D a^

(5.15(5))

-2.

and step-function initial conditions,

u(a;, 0) = ua

uixr0)=0

0<x<-~n

^-n<x<L

(5-16)

(5.17)

Z

a(z,0)=0

0<x<-+n

(5.18)
z

a(a;,0) = a Q

- + T7<a;<L.

(5.19)

Again, u(x,t) is the concentration of tumour cells, a(x,t) is the concentration of a solubl

chemoattractant and 2TJ is the width of the Nucleopore filter sheet. 0,(p e (0,1) are redu

factors for transport of cells and chemoattractant through the partial barrier of the filt
attractant molecules are much smaller than filter pores, then (j) will be filter porosity

a tortuosity factor. The transport terms in (5.10) are diffusion (random motility), with di
coefficient fci and chemotaxis, with chemotaxis modulation function x(a). The chemotaxis

modulation function represents the interaction of the chemotaxis-receptors on the cell wal

the soluble chemoattractant. The attractant decay term in (5.11) represents receptor-ligan

interaction as an irreversible removal of free attractant molecules. Transport of attracta
assumed to occur by diffusion. The boundary conditions are written in a form that appeals

to physical interpretation rather than mathematical simplicity. (5.12)-(5.13) represent no
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of matter at the boundaries of the glass chamber. (5.14)-(5.15) represent continuity of flux

at the filter boundaries. This will require discontinuity of spatial derivatives of concentratio
at x = |f ± rj. At those locations, it is tacitly assumed that concentrations are continuous.
At all other locations it is assumed that concentrations are differentiable with respect to t
and twice differentiable with respect to x. It is commonly believed that chemotaxis saturation
effects are due to the non-constant chemotactic modulation function xia)- Here, in order to
examine whether the saturation effect is inherent in the chemotaxis transport mechanism, we

temporarily remove the effects of the attractant decay, receptor inactivation and filter thickn
by simplifying x(a) to 1 and by setting £3 to 0 and 7 to 0.
In terms of dimensionless variables, the problem to be considered is

dU
d2U
9
dA
2 ~e^FP^vl
t
dT ~ dX
dX dX!

dA „ d2A
9T-rdX-*

-Ux + KzUAx = 0

Ax = 0

(5 21

' »

X = 0,1

x = 0,1

UiXx0) = h(±-X)

AiX, 0) = hiX - -) iHeaviside Step Function)
Z
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(5-20)

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.25)

where,C/=^,A=^,X = | , T = ^ , X 2 = g,r = ^ a n d e = ^ .
More simply, (5.22)-(5.23) is equivalent to

Ax = UX = 0 at X = 0,1. (5.26)

When other parameters are held fixed and ao is decreased, e becomes small. This motiv

us to consider a small-e (diffusion-dominant or weak chemotaxis) expansion for the ca
chemoattractant input:

UiX, T) = y(°) (X, T) + eU^ iX, T) + de2) (5.27)
The chemotactic diffusion problem is decoupled and its full solution is standard:

A{XtT) = - - - Yi T^TT^ cos((2n +

1)TTX)

exp(-(2n + l)2r7r2T) (5.28)

The leading term of the regular perturbation expansion satisfies

dU(0) 02^(0)

dT

(5.29)

dX2

dU<®

- ^ r = Q X = 0,1

(5.30)

U^\x,0) = hi\-X)

(5.31)

which has solution C/(0)(X, T) = 1 - A(X, T), with A(X,T) given above in (5.28).
Now, l/Wp^T) satisfies

9T
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9X2

9Xl

9X J

l

°""J

r—__=^

X=-Qrl

<5.33)

Lt^)(JT,0)=0

(15.34)

TJitv solution. LTW (XrT\ is to ha cempacad with tha uniq.ua null solution V(XtT) =

9V 9V
9T _ 9X2

9V
_=«

X=Q,1

K(X,0) = 0

T>0

X€[0,1]

Since the functions U^ (X, T) and A(X,T) are known explicitly, we easily calculate that
the additional source term for U^-\X,T), namely
d

:[U(o)

dA

^

dx""

dx1

is positive for X > \ and negative for X < \. Therefore, the amount of mass predicted b

[/(i) [x, T) to be transported from the left half domain to the right half domain must

than the zero amount of transport predicted by V(X,T). To the first order in e, the amo
cell mass transported into the region X > \ is

^4MQLM,

where A is cross section area of

chamber and M is given in dimensionless form as

M(T,e) = jf UiX,T)dX= I U^°\X,T)dX + e^ U^\X,T)dX + <3(e2) (5.35)
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Hence,
dM
de

ic=a=^ U^iX,T)dX>0

(by the above comparison arguments).

Since e is proportional to aQl this agrees with experimental observations t

transport increases with input chemoattractant concentration, when that co

5.4 Chemotaxis-Dominated Model for Chemotaxis Assay.

Now we consider the case of a0 large. In this case the rescaled boundary va
considered is

dU d2U 9 T„dA
dr

= UJ.

dX?

dXb

[U—-]
dX

(5.36)

d2A
dA
dr- = *dX*

<5-37)

again subject to

AX = Ux=0

at X = 0,1

(5.38)

UiX,Q) = hi\-X)

(5.39)

AiX,0) = hiX-±).

(5.40)

and

Here,
u =

ki
&—'
k2a0

T=

k2a0
fci
Da
D au
~79~* = To~ *» K = 1
= —,—
L2
L2u
k2a0
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(5.411
fci

K

}

and other dimensionless variables are defined as before. W h e n ao is increased and other physical
parameters are held fixed, u becomes small and the chemotaxis term dominates except where

0 = 0(0^

The solution for A is analogous to (5.28) except for K replacing V. Note that if the duration
of each experiment is fixed at the same physical time t, then A does not depend on u, since
the time variable appears as an argument only in the form KT = ^, independent of u.
When the solution for AxiX,r) is coupled to the tumour transport problem as a non-

constant coefficient in (5.36), the solution UiX,r) is quite complicated. However, it is inst

tive to construct a simpler solution with an initial condition that is smoother than the idea
step function but still physically relevant. For convenience, we take
A(X,0) = i.^cos(7rX) (5.40')
which still varies monotonically from 0 to 1 as X varies from 0 to 1. The full t-dependent
solution for chemoattractant concentration is then
AiX, r) = \~\

COS(TTX)

exp(-7r2«;r), (5.42)

which we will assume as we consider the solution of (5.36).
If we consider an expansion based on the small dimensionless parameter u>, then this is a

singular perturbation expansion since on each side of the inflection point in a kink-like wav

profile UiX, T), there must be a thin region of high curvature, analogous to a moving boundar
layer, wherein CJJ^ might be significant compared to 1. However, it is still instructive to
consider the zeroth order purely chemotactic outer solution U^°\X, T) satisfying the first
wave equation

^
dr
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=-

VM],
[

dX

(543)
1

dX

[bA6)

Equation (5.43) is a linearfirstorder partial differential equation,
w

< o ,
dr

r

+

^ _

» a.

(5M)

K

* dX

dX dX

which may be solved using the method of characteristics,
dr dX -dU<®
1 " f sin(7rX)exp(-7r2Kr)

[/(o)^Cos(7rX)exp(-7r2Kr)

(5.45)

to give the general solution,
ff(0)(*T).= - ^ L ,
sinfjrX)

(5.46)

where
7TX

1

21ogtan(^)+ - e ~ ^
2

2
T

7TX

1

-A2 Ait

= 21ogtan(^l) + - c ~ ^ .

K

2

(5.47)

K

The solution with initial condition U^°\X,0) = hi\ - X ) is

^ - fc( 2 ~ I tan-1{exp(-z) tan(ffi» exp(-z)
{X:T>
- l-sin2(^)[l-exp(-2^)] { }

TT(O),Y

U

where z = ^-[1 - exp(-K7r2T)]. The solution is displayed in Figure (5.3).

This solution, displayed in Figures (5.3) and (5.4), has the appearance of an advancing an
decelerating kink wave.
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From (5.47)-(5.48), the solution approaches a steady state Us \X) with an approach time
too = i^~- Even for relatively immobile macromolecules with typical diffusivity Da = 6 x
10-11m2s_1, the approach time is less than 7 hours. Since chemotaxis-well chambers are
incubated for several hoursv tumour transport profiles may be well developed.
It is important to note that the steady state Us is supported on a strict subinterval of
[0,ll By taking the infinite time limit of (5.48)! we find

v2>W="«\-}^r<f»,

(5.49)

2!

1 +sm^( ^-)[^ - 1J.
where
p = e~2H = e

2D

*".

This steady state cannot be uniquely determined from the zerofluxcondition §^U^

(5.50)

= 0.

Since Jy —> 0 as r —• oo, any bounded function U^°\X) would then satisfy the steady version
of (4.44). The relevant steady state is found here by taking the infinite time limit of the
time-dependent solution.
The solution vanishes at all times for

1 > X > Xra. (5.51)
where
XnL=- tan-1(-) = ~ tan-1 e2^. (5.52)
7T

V

7T

This is an upper bound for the cell penetration depth.
Therefore the solution IT(°)(X,T) trivially satisfies the boundary condition U^ = 0 at
X = 1. By happenstance, it also satisfies Ux = 0 at X = 0. This is an unusual circumstance

that the first order transport model, obtained as a singular limit of the second order model
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be m a d e to satisify the full set of physical initial and boundary conditions that were originally
specified for the second order model.
The total amount of tumour cell mass transported into the half-chamber X e (§, 1), is
calculated from the steady state solution as m =

AUQLM,

where A is the cross section area of

the chamber and

fXm dX
= v
M
h 2.

T

A
v(l-^sinW)
y ui " v 2
ritan-H.
• A - tan"^-

7r(l + I/2) 2

(1 -f I/2-) 2

-r)]
(J _j_ „3)2

= 1-^ + OiA- (5.53)
As ao —^ oo, i/ —^ 0, the penetration depth Xm, given by (5.52) approaches the chamber
wall X = 1 and the mass transported approaches

\AUQL

which is 100% of the tumour cell

mass originally deposited in the left half chamber. This contrasts witfi diffusive mass tra
which on its own, could transport no more than 50% of the tumour mass.
In the absence of chemoattractant diffusion we have cellular motility in response to a

concentration gradient of some insoluble attractant that is bound to the substrate. We ther
consider the haptotactic cellular motility within an incubation chamber. This leads to

Our reasoning here is that the haptotactic flux should be proportional to a potential energy

gradient, by analogy with the Nernst-Einstein theory of particle drift in a resistive medium

We assume that the potential energy per cell is a function of attractant concentration C. I

usually assumed that potential energy is simply proportional to C, leading to rpiC) = const

However, at very high values of C, all of a typical cell's ligand receptors may be saturated
meaning that potential energy cannot be lowered. This means that at large C ipiC) may be a
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decreasing function of C; we do not consider this case further. Henceforth, we assume ij> = 1.
For convenience, we consider the case when the concentration of bound haptoattractant
has the profile of a smooth step,

C(X) = ---cos(7rX). (5.55)

The first order wave equation (with ipiC) = 1)

9C/(°) dUW _m d tdC. ,

x

^r-h^-9x-=-£/(V(9T)

(5 56

->

is solved using the method of characteristics,
dr dX -dC/(°)
1

fsin(TrX)

(5.57)

^cos(TrX)

and has solution

m

t/(0) = T ^ T

(5-58)

where
z= r

|:logtan(-—).
° v 2

(5.59)

TT2-

Applying the initial condition, U^iX,0) = /i(± - X) gives

^ ^

T

> = n+^T^iT( Y^O ~ ~ tm-^exjK-^)))
V
V
(l + exp(-7r^))sm(7rX) 2 TT
2

sample plots of which are shown in Figures (5.5) and (5.6).
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7

Figure(5.{j)~— Exact Solution for t u m o u r ceH concentration during transport by haptotaxis. ... Numerical Solution with both cell-diffusion and haptotaxis. ut = uxx —
(| sin(7nr)u)x; w(x, 0) = /i(| — x) Here the output times are t — 0.001 and t = 0.2.
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ut — uxx —

A s with the previous example, the solution has the appearance of an increasing and deceler-

ating kink wave. However, unlike in the case of chemotactic waves, the leading edge approache

the chamber wall at x = 1 as t —» oo^ and in the absence of diffusion there is no steady stat
As in the case of chemotactic waves, even with diffusion operating, haptotaxis results in a
mass overshoot; more than half of the total tumour mass may be transported into the right

half-chamber. Since, with diffusion operating, the solution approaches a uniform steady state
this again means that the amount of total transported mass must react a maximum before it

decreases in time. If we run the experiment for a fixed time, this again means that the amoun

of transported mass need not be a monotonic function of CQ. This is shown in Figure (5.7), th

haptotactic transport of cells over time and in Figure (5.8), the diffusion-haptotaxis transp
of cells as a function of the intial haptoattractant concentration CQ.
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5.5

Solution With Both Chemotaxis and Cell Diffusion

We now return to the full system (5.36)-(5.40') with u> 0. This system is solved numericall

by the method of lines (Melgaard and Sincovec 1981). Since we are assuming the smooth initia
condition (5.40'), by (5.42)

|AX(X,T)|

< §. Hence, the grid Pe'clet number Pe satisifies

Pe<—, (5.61)
where Aa: is the maximum grid spacing. By choosing Aa; sufficiently small, we can always
maintain the criterion

Pe<2

which is required to avoid artificial oscillations in a finite difference representation of
tive front (Leonard 1980). In practice, we always had Pe < 0.5.

We can see in Figure (5.3) that the numerical solution agrees extremely well at early times

with the analytic solution for chemotaxis alone. The additional diffusion term merely smoot
the sharp leading edge of the chemotactic wave as shown in both Figures (5.3) and (5.4).

Numerical integration of the numerical solution for U(X,T) affords an independent validatio
of the approximate solution. Mass conservation was verified to within one part in 104.

Each of the diffusive and chemotactic flux terms on their own would effect transport in the

same direction. If mass transport were to remain unidirectional, then it would be difficult

such a simple model to explain why the mass m(i;ao) transported at a prescribed time t shou
ever decrease with maximum attractant concentration ao. However, with our knowledge of the

pure chemotaxis solution (Section 5.4) with its mass transport overshoot, it is to be expec
that when diffusion is also operating, a flux reversal will occur. The rate of change mt of
mass transported from the left half-chamber 0 < X < \ to the right half-chamber \ <X <1
is proportional to the tumour mass flux at X = \. This flux, estimated from the numerical
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solution by second order centralfinitedifferencing is depicted in Figure (5.9) as a function of

time. The flux clearly changes direction exactly once. After that time, diffusion will undo th
mass overshoot, tending to restore the system towards its unique steady state of uniformity.
In experiments, the chemotaxis mass transfer response function m(£;ao), proportional to
observed cell numbers in a microscope field of view, is distinguished by the presence of a
local maximum with respect to ao (Aznavoorian et al. 1990 & 1996; Tsuboi & Rifkin 1990;
Shibayama et al. 1995; Klominek et al 1993; Yabkowitz et al. 1993; Fukai et al. 1991;
Blood fe Zetter 1989; Woodhouse et al. 1998). A common explanation for this effect is the

process of cellular deactivation, in which the chemotactic factor receptors on the cell surfa
are saturated (Aznavoorian et al. 1990; Perumpanani et al 1996; Sullivan fe Zigmond 1980;
Woodhouse et al. 1998). This process of cellular downregulation is naturally modelled by
a decreasing chemotaxis modulation function xia) (Perumpanani et al. 1998). In practice,
this may well be important. However, we point out here that cellular deactivation is not
necessary in order to explain a maximum in m(£; ao). This phenomenon still occurs when xia)
is constant. In Figure (5.10), the expected number of tumour cells observed in a microscope

field of view, estimated from the numerical solution, is plotted against ao- This function has
a single local maximum. This phenomenon is related to the flux reversal evident in Figure

(5.9). At intermediate times, a higher concentration ao will be associated with a high positiv
gradient Uxi\,T) and an associated high return flux due to diffusion. Although this model

is relatively simple, including neither cellular deactivation nor attractant decay, the inter
between diffusion and chemotaxis is enough to explain the saturation effect. Such a simple

explanation, within the inherent dynamics of chemotaxis-diffusion is in accord with an earlie
general suggestion that the gradient of chemotactic agent, presumably at intermediate times,
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might be reduced at higher concentrations of ao (Aznavoorian et al. 1990, Woodhouse et al.
1998).
It is reasonable to expect that the response function m(t;ao) (t fixed) will to some extent
reflect the shape of the chemotaxis modulation function (Perumpanani et al. 1998). However

this relationship must be treated with some caution. In the example provided in this section

m increases linearly with ao at low ao, reaches a local maximum and decreases with ao at hig
OQ, even though x(a) is constant.
We remark also that a nonlinear model is required to explain the saturation effect. It
is straightforward to solve the fully linear model in which the chemotaxis flux k2uxia)d^ is
replaced by fef-. The mass transfer mfca®) is then simply proportional to ao since the
equation for u(x,t) is linear with a forcing term — &2^ff •
Having validated the approximate numerical solution method, we may apply it to solve the
more complete model (5.10)-(5.19) which includes a decreasing chemotaxis coefficient
x(a) = exp(—m), chemoattractant decay and non-zero filter thickness. However, as before,

the ideal step-function initial condition (5.18)-(5.19) for chemoattractant concentration mu
first be replaced by a smoother initial condition. Some results are shown in Figure (5.19).

important point to note here is that the location of the peak is largely determined by the m

with xia) constant. The position of the peak is not significantly altered when xia) is made t
decrease.
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5.6

Conclusion

The dynamical behaviour of a relatively simple cell migration model, involving only diffusion

and chemotaxis-without receptor saturation and attractant absorption, is far richer than was
previously thought. Under chemotaxis alone, cells migrate as a decelerating but steepening

wave whose profile can be evaluated analytically. This wave terminates before it reaches the
opposite impermeable barrier. However, it may transport far more than half of the original
cells to the opposite half-chamber. After this migration overshoot, when the chemoattractant

gradient is weaker, cell diffusion will begin to dominate chemotaxis and there will be a rev
in the cell migration flux. This means that the mass transfer will rise to a local maximum

before decreasing. If we measure the total cell mass transfer after a fixed duration t, we f

that it has a single local maximum with respect to initial chemoattractant concentration. Th
functional dependence of mass transfer on chemoattractant concentration does not mimic the
chemoattractant modulation function. The former can have a local maximum even when the

latter is constant. However, we expect that receptor saturation effects will still be importa

Current attempts to model receptor downregulation use a chemotaxis coefficient that decrease
with attractant concentration. This may prove to be an oversimplification. The number of
deactivated receptors will depend not only on the present attractant concentration but also
on its earlier values. For some integrin-ligand interactions, detachment and attachment may
both be important. A chemical kinetic model may need to be considered. Many-body cell

migration simulations may need to be carried out before it is understood how well a continuu
transport model can describe the process. More work needs to be done on the inverse problem
of deducing chemotaxis coefficients from controlled experimental data. We believe that our
analysis of the boundary value problem for diffusion-chemotaxis within a chemotaxis chamber
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m a y help in this regard.
Many of the considerations for chemotaxis experiments are true also for haptotaxis experiments. The most obvious difference for haptotaxis is that the gradient of attractant, being

attached to a rigid substrate, may last for a much longer time. This may make a kinetic theory
of attachment and detachment between cells and haptotactic stimulants even more important.
Mathematical modelling has recently become more active in the area of in-vivo tumour
invasion (e.g. Perumpanani et al 1999; Stewart et al. 2000). Of course in-vivo processes are
not simplified by laboratory controls. Both chemotaxis and haptotaxis are important, as are

proteolysis and degradation of extra cellular matrix with its associated release of attractant
Tumour growth and decay must be accounted for in such models, and this may be related to
angiogenesis and delivery of oxygen, nutrients and inhibitors. As shown by our example of
diffusion-chemotaxis, one advantage of mathematical modelling is that the combined effect of
a small number of important interacting processes may be isolated.
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6

Symmetry Solutions for Problems in Financial

Calculus
... And as Jesus saw that he was disappointed, he said, "How hard is it for those that
have financial wealth to enter the Kingdom of God?"
"It is easier for the camel to pass through the eye of the needle than for the rich to
enter the Kingdom of God" ... Gospel of Luke 18:24-25

6.1 Introduction

Two thousand years on, the study of finance is a scientific discipline in its own right,
perhaps to the detriment of our immortal souls. The purpose of this chapter is not to

debate the truth, hypocrisy or otherwise ofthe Gospel of St Luke, rather our concern her

is to construct analytic solutions, using Lie's classical symmetry method, to the parabo

partial differential equation that models the value of certain financial contracts, name
swaps and coupon bearing bonds.
To find these new analytic solutions we assume one-factor interest rate modelling, a

result of allowing the short-term interest rate to be modelled as a random variable that
is highly sensitive to prevailing market conditions.

In Section (6.2) we introduce the spot interest rate, the stochastic differential equati
used to model its behaviour and discuss the properties of well-known spot interest rate
models.
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In Section (6.3) w e discuss the specifications of the basic interest rate swap contract.

Section (6.3.1) derives the parabolic partial differential equation used to model the val
of swaps. In Section (6.3.2) we provide examples of exact analytic solutions to the swap
equation using the method of symmetries.
In Section (6.4) we focus our attention on Coupon Bearing Bonds and derive the
Coupon Bearing Bond Equation (CBBE) in Section (6.4.1) which is used to model them.

In Section (6.4.2) we find exact analytic solutions for plain 'vanilla' coupon bearing bo
as well as to a special class of bonds, known as 'exotic' bonds.

6.2 Preliminary Information

The interest rate derivatives that we will be dealing with in this chapter, naturally dep
on interest rates. Hence, the correct modelling of interest rate behaviour through time
is important for the construction of realistic and reliable valuation models for interest
rate derivatives.
Our main idea will be to model interest rate derivatives as functions of time and the

'spot' interest rate. We define the spot interest rate r as the interest rate received for
shortest possible deposit. In other words, the spot-rate r(t) is the short term interest
rate that applies at some time t, but is subject to change. Because we cannot predict
with any certainty the future behaviour of an interest rate, it is natural to model it as
random variable following a Markov Process, that is, the future behaviour is independent
of past behaviour.
We suppose that the spot-rate is governed by a stochastic differential equation of the
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form,

dr = u(r, t)dt + w(r, t)dX.

(6.1)

Here, tt(r, r) represents the "drift rate", whilst a>(r,£) is a measure ofthe short rate

volatility and is called the diffusion coefficient. The term dX, is an increment in a W
process and models the randomness of the investment. The Wiener process, by definition,

is a variable drawn from the normal distribution with a mean of zero and variance equal
to dt. This ensures that market extremes, such as the Stock Market crashes of 1929 and
1987 are an infrequent modelling occurence.
When the spot rate follows the stochastic differential equation (6.1), an interest rate
derivative will then have a price V(r, t). As the functional forms uir,t) and tv(r, t)

model the behaviour of the spot interest rate, the choice of coefficients w(r, t) and o>
in equation (6.1) have important implications on subsequent modelling of interest rate
derivatives.
We make the assumption that the functional forms a>(r, t) and w(r, t) take the form

w(r,t) = crn (6.2)

and
u(r,

t) = uj2iait)rp - qrm) (6.3)

so that
dr = ufiaitY - qrm)dt + crndX. (6.4)
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M a n y of the models considered by previous authors have the general form

dr = ia + (3r)dt + ar^dX (6.5)

with a, P, a and 7 constant.
For example, Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) considered the case with 7 = |. That
is,
dr = ^d - r)dt + ay/rdX. (6.6)
In this model, the interest rate is elastically pulled towards its long term value 6
an adjustment speed n. This phenomenon is an example of Mean Reversion. Mean

reversion is the process where high interest rates will decrease and low interest rat
increase towards some mean value. Such mean reversion assumption agrees with the
economic phenonmenon that interest rates appear over time to be pulled back to some

long-time average value. In addition, Cox et al. (1985) prove that if KQ > — in equati
(6.6) then the spot rate will always stay positive.
The earlier Vasicek (1977) model,

dr=ia- pr) + adX (6.7)

is also mean reverting for P > 0, but the interest rate is easily able to attain negat
values, an undesirable property from our modelling standpoint. The model does however
lead to explicit formulae for many interest rate derivatives.
Models which incorporate time dependent parameters such as the interest rate model
attributed to Ho and Lee (1986),

dr = r)it)dt + adX (6.8)
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enable us, by making a careful choice of r]{t) to match market prices for a zero coupon
bond. This matching technique is known as yield curve fitting.
The models of Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985), Vasicek (1977) and Ho and Lee (1986)

are especially appealing as they lead to analytic solutions of the PDE which models zero
coupon bonds. However many of the well-known and popular models have been found
to perform poorly in their ability to capture actual market behaviour.
Chan, Karolyi, Longstaff and Sanders (1992) used the Generalised Method of Moments to perform an empirical analysis on the general interest rate model given by
equation (6.4). Chan et al found that the best interest rate models were those that
allowed the volatility of interest rate changes to be highly sensitive to the level of
interest rate. They found that the models where 7 > 1, and in particular 7 = 1.5, were
especially conducive to accurately modelling market behaviour.

This is not to say that functional forms of w(r, t) and 00 ir, t) not displaying the de
properties should be discarded completely. Such forms, if they allow a pricing equation

for an interest rate derivative to be amenable to exact analytic analysis are still use

These exact solutions may be used, for instance, to test the accuracy of numerical model
or software packages, that are designed to solve models with more realistic parameters.
Throughout this chapter, we make the assumption that the value V(r, t) of the finan-

cial contract, is dependent on the prevailing spot interest rate r, and time t, until su
time as the contract matures at t = T.
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6.3

Interest Rate Swaps

Interest rate swaps are a financial contract in which two parties agree to trade or 'swap'
the interest rate payments on some prescribed amount for a specified period of time.
Although this sounds straightforward, interest rate swaps are complex financial agreements fraught with a certain element of risk. This is because of the very nature of the
agreement. An interest rate swap is obviously dependent on the behaviour ofthe interest
rate, a volatile financial parameter.
In an interest rate swap, one party agrees to pay the other party interest rate payments on some amount of principal at a fixed rate of interest. Conversely, the second
party pays the first party rates similarly calculated, but based on a floating rate of
interest.
As an example, consider a financial institution dealing primarily in the area of savings
and loans. These institutions accept deposits from their customers and use these funds
to finance long-term loans, such as a home loan mortgage. If many of the borrowers

borrow funds at a fixed interest rate for a long period of time, the financial institution

becomes vulnerable to any subsequent rise in interest rates. As rates rise, the institutio
is compelled to increase the rate it pays on the held deposits, but cannot increase the
interest rate charged for pre-existing mortgage contracts.

To diminish the risk of profit loss due to interest rates rising, the financial institutio
may, on the financial markets, 'swap' the interest rate payments. That is, in exchange

for a fixed rate that the institution receives on the mortgage, it will exchange the inter
payments with another party at a fixed rate and receive interest payments at a floating
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rate.
Interest rate swaps are used by financial institutions for a variety of reasons. These

may include speculating the future movements of interest rates, to hedge against interes
rate exposure, as in the example above, and to manage assets.
There has been a marked increase in the value of notional principal amounts traded in

swaps contracts since the introduction of US dollar interest rate swaps. Of some concern
then, is the disproportionately low amount of theoretical research on the behaviour of
interest rate swaps.
Smith, Smithson and Wakeman (1988) presented two models to price vanilla interest

rate swaps. The first model constructed a portfolio of consecutive short-term interest r

forward contracts, whilst the second model predicted the cash flow of a swap contract in
both a floating rate and a fixed rate bond.
These models demonstrated how interest rate swaps can be usefully applied to hedge

interest rate exposure. Briefly, to hedge refers to reducing any associated risks within
financial contract.
Minton (1997) later empirically tested these models by relying on the near equivalent
value of both forward and futures contracts and examining the relationship between
corporate bond prices and the level of spread in US interest rate swaps. Minton (1997)

found that the pricing of swaps contracts is related to futures pricing of corporate bon
and Eurodollars. Minton further found that deviations between predicted and actual

values are due to credit risks and variations in the regulatory and institutional featur
of the swaps market.
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Duffie and Singleton (1997) developed a model of the yields of an interest rate swap
contract. This model took into account factors including either party defaulting and
differences in the liquidities of the swap and Treasury markets. By conducting a timeseries analysis of the differences between zero-coupon swaps and treasury yields, they

found that an important cause of swaps spread variations is the credit-risk of the parti
entering into the swap contract.
This result was later replicated by Hiibner (2001) who determined an analytic pricing
formula for both interest rate and currency swaps. Unlike previous attempts at determining a pricing formula (see e.g. Duffie and Huang 1996) this pricing formula assessed
the credit risk of a party entering into the swap contract prior to valuing the swap.
In this chapter we adopt a different approach. In the next section, we will derive

the parabolic partial differential equation specific to the modelling of interest rate s
and use Lie's method of classical symmetries to construct new exact analytic solutions
to this equation.

6.3.1 Derivation ofthe Partial Differential Equation for Interest Rate Swaps

We suppose that a person A pays interest on a notional amount z to a person B at a

fixed rate r*. In addition, person B pays interest to person A at the floating rate r. We
denote the value of this swap to person A by zVir,t), and derive the PDE that V(r, t)
satisfies.
The notional amount, z, is a hypothetical amount of funds to be exchanged. The
interest to be paid is calculated based on some notional amount of principal as there
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is, in reality, no need to exchange actual amounts of principal in any swap transaction.
This notional amount of principal is required only to calculate the amounts that are to
be periodically exchanged.
We create a portfolio containing two swaps having values given by zV\ and zV2 with
different durations to maturity 7\ and T2 respectively. If we hold one swap with value

zV\ and multiple units, -A, of swaps each with value zV2, then the value of our portfolio
is given by,
TT = ZV1- AzV2. (6.9)
During time dt, person A receives (r - rAzdt and so the value of our portfolio will
change by,
d-K = zidVx - AdV2) + (1 - A)(r - r*)zdt (6.10(a))
Applying Ito 's Lemma1 to functions of r and t gives,
rdVi.

dVi 7 u2d2VXl A,dV2j 8V2 UJ2d2V2

** = Z^dt

+

^dr+Y ^dt-A^dt+-didr

+

Y^dtXy A)(r-r')*}.

(6.10(6))
1

If a random variable x follows the stochastic differential equation

dx = aix, t)dt + bix, t)dX
where dX ~ Ni0,dt) (i.e. dX is an increment in a Weiner process), then G(x,t) follows
,_ tdG f ^ dG bix,t)2d2Gsl L. ,dG 1V
dG = i-a(x,t) + -

+

±xJ-—)dt
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+ Kx,t)-dX

Using equation (6.1) gives,
dn =

z{—^dt + -^udt+-^ujdX-r—-^dt 6.11
dt
or
or
2 dr2
,dV2
dV2
dVo
uj2d2V>

-^~idt+-a?udt+-wadx+Y^dt]+(1

-A)(r -r*w

To eliminate the random component in this random walk, as measured by dX, we set
wfL = wA^. Rearranging for A gives, A = f^/f1- We have,

aV = z&t
+ ^udt+^dX
dt
dr
dr
3 K 3^9 <9\A>
dK

+^ d t
2 dr2
dVo

( dt+ dt+ dX+

-^'^ ^i ^ ^ TIF*)

(6.12)
u2d2Vo

+(1

A)(r r w

-

- *-

which, upon simplifying gives,

m
~

uf&lA

* j <% + 2 <9r2
dVi dV>

^ . ^ . ^
(

u;2d2y2

dr 7 3r j[ <9t + 2 <9r2 J

X-(X-/^)X-r')}dt.

(6.13)

The risk-less growth in the value the portfolio must be the same as the growth attained

by the equivalent cash value of the portfolio if it is invested in a risk-free interest
account. Rarely is there the opportunity to make a risk-free profit before the market

forces of arbitrage move to eliminate them. Arbitrage, simplistically is the concept th
'if it sounds too good to be true, it probably is'.
In the absence of arbitrage, dn = mdt, and as a result, we may write
dV\ dVo
rirdt = rizV1 - i~^/-^-)zV2)dt,
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(6.14)

using equation (6.9) above.
Equating (6.13) and (6.14) and separating V\ and V2 gives,
dt Z. 2 »a -ryr r ) rvi _ ^ -tdVt

2

gr2 i- 1/ r ) rv2
~
avb

\o.ioj

The left hand side of (6.15) is a function of Ti and similarly the right hand side

is a function of T2. With the implication that both sides are independent of the d
maturity, we may set this ratio equal to a(r,t),
m _|_ «JL8PVi , / _ *\ _ v
air A) = dt + 2 dr2lt } ~• (6-16)
dr

Dropping subscripts gives,

dV J2 d2V dV

^ + TaF-a(r't)*-rV

+ (r r ) = 0

-*

-

(6 17)

'

A closer inspection of the coefficient air,t) reveals that in practice it takes th

(Wilmott 1998) air, t) = w(r, £)A(r, t) — w(r, r) where A is the market price of r
result, the pricing equation for interest rate swaps may be written
dV

UJ2

d2V dV

-8t+Tw+{u-^-rV

+ ir r ) = 0

-*

'

(6 18)

'

gives the equation used to model swaps, which is solved subject to the final bound
condition, F(r, T) = 0.

6.3.2 Analytic Solutions of the Pricing Equation for Interest Rate Swaps
In the previous section, we derived the equation for pricing swaps.

With the substitution, w(r,r) = 6(r,i)o;(r,r)2 + A(r,t)u;(r,£) our short-term riskneutral interest rate r follows the stochastic process
dr = bir,t)u)ir,t)2dt + u)ir,t)dX (6.19)
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and equation (6.18) becomes,
FW

LL)2

d 2V

dV
2

v
dt + A2 Tar^2 + Kr,
' 'tp —dr

-rV

+ ir- r*) = 0.

(6.20)

We consider the infinitesimal transformations

V* = V + evir,t,V) + 0(e2)
r, = r + eRir, t, V) + 0(e2) (6.21)
U = t + erir,t,V) + Oie2)
with Classical Symmetry Generator

If the Swap Equation (6.20) is invariant under the transformation (6.21), independen

of derivatives in V(r, t) results in a system of determining equations which may be

to search for classical symmetries. This analysis is conducted with the symmetry fin
package Dimsym (Sherring 1993). The symmetry reduction enables an equation to be

simplified with the aim of finding an exact analytic solution. In the case of bounda

or initial value problems, the associated conditions must also be invariant under th
symmetry reduction.
Special cases for u>(r, £) and 6(r, £), admitting invariant solutions are shown in
(6.1).
Although the symmetries listed in Table (6.1) leave the swap equation invariant, not
all are conducive to finding a solution which satisfies the given final condition,
V~ir,T) = 0. The solution procured with the aid of the symmetry generator (6.22)
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must also leave the givenfinalcondition invariant. To this end, we are concerned with
symmetries which satisfy
TiV) = 0|v=0,t=T (6.23(a))
and
r(t - T) = 0|v=o,t=T. (6.23(6))
Example 6.1
We consider the case where o;(r, t) = cr~$, 6(r, t) = -^ + -^- and r* = ac2 with

a = — a > 0. These parameters give the stochastic differential equation for the in
rate,
dr = r(r - ac2)dt + cr^dX (6.24)
The swap equation where the interest rate follows (6.24) is
dV c2r3d2V , dV
-dt~ + T

«PT + K r " « c 2 ) — - r V + (r - r,) = 0.

(6.25)

This swap equation admits the symmetry generator,
r\ r\ r\

T = [aV- air - r.)(T - t) - (r - n)r - ^ ( T - r ) ] — + r - - r V ^ ,

(6.26)

where r = 7exp(ae2£) — ^. After consideration of (6.23) we let P = 70c2 exp(ac2T) so
that r = 7(exp(ac2t) - exp(ac2T)).
The symmetry generator leads to distinct invariant solutions in both of the cases
a = 0 and a ^ 0.
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Case (i) a = 0
In this case, the symmetery generator may be written,
T* = [-ir - r.)r - rr'iT -t)}^ + r^- rr'^, (6.27)
leading to the invariant solution, with 0 = rr

Vir, t) = ut + riT -t) + fid). (6.28)

The equation, for fid), resulting from substituting the invariant solution (6.28) int
the swap equation (6.25) above is,
p2f"id) + id + p)f\d) - fid) - dc2T = 0. (6.29)
We let gid) = fid)+ ac^T and multiply throughout by ^ to obtain the equivalent
homogeneous equation,

d2g"id) + i^d + ^)g'id) - Lid) = 0. (6.30)
Solving (6.30) for gid) gives,
12/? 2 2 2/9 2 2 2/?

9W = ¥^^)hM(k

+ 2--,2k+2--,-y) + c,U(k + 2-72,2+2--,-y)]

(6.31)
where Mia, b, x) and £/"(a, b, x) are the KummerM and KummerU functions, also known
as the confluent hypergeometric functions. There are two possible values for k: k\ =
and alternatively, k2 = — 1.
Hence the solutions to equation (6.29) are,
12/? 2 2/? 2 2/?
Hid) = -ac2T + -^expQ[ClM(2,2
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+ - , - - £ ) + c2C/(2,2 + -, - - ^ ) j (6.32(a))

and

Md) = -a,2T + dexp(^)[C3M(l - f, - | , -J§) + ^ ( ( 1 - f, - § , - ^ ) ] .
(6.32(6))
Consequently, we may write the swap solutions,

Vi(r,i) = (r-r,)(T-t)+-^exp(4^-)[c1M(2,2+4,-4^)+c2^(2,2+4,-4^-)]
( rr )^
err
c2 err
c2clrr
(6.33(a))

and

V2(r,t) = (r-r+)(T-r)+rrexp(4^)[c3M(l-4,-45-4^)+c^((1-4'-4'-4^)]clrr
cz cl czrr
c/

cr C"TT
(6.33(6))

To satisfy thefinalboundary condition V ir, T) = 0, we note the result from Abramowitz
& Stegun (1964),
as x —>• oo,
M(a, 6, or) = ^ V 1 - * . ! + 0 ( |^)1

(6.34(a))

and as ar —>• oo,
Uia,b,x) = x-a[l + O ( o ) ]

( 6 - 34 W)

and hence we must choose ci = 0 = c2 = C3 = C4.
As a result, in the case a = 0, our solution m a y simply be written

F(r,i) = (r-r*)(T-t). (6.35)

The value of a swap contract is zV(r,£) where z is some notional amount. The
solution is extremely simple. Nevertheless it is instructive to make comparative plots
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for different values of r*. Figure (6.1) shows the relative value V(r, *) of a swap contract
over time for interest rates 1%, 3% and 5% with r* = 2%. This contract expires when
t = T (T = 10 years). As well, Figure (6.2) shows how the relative value of this swap
changes for different values of r*.
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Figure(6.l) The relative value V(r,t) of a swap contract as a function of time. Here F(r, t)
is defined by equation (6.35). Here, r* = 2%, whilst we take
r = 9% respectively.
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Figure(6.2) The relative value Vir,t) of a swap contract as a function of ti
is defined by equation (6.35). Here, r = 5%, whilst we take r* = 1%, ...r* =
r* = 3% respectively.
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Case (ii) a ^ 0
Here, the symmetry generator admitted is simply as is written above,
T = [aV - air - r*)iT - t) - (r - n)r - rr'iT - t)]-^ + r^ - rr'^-,
where again, r = 7(exp(ac2r) — exp(ac2T)), with arbitrary constant 7.
The invariant solution may be expressed as,
Vir, t) = ir- r*)iT -t) + fid) exp(c* /* -dt), (6.36)
JO T

with d — rr. Upon substituting this invariant solution into the swap equat
by equation (6.23) gives the ordinary differential equation for fid),
e3f\e) + (% + 2X[)f(0) + (?| - *j)/«>) = 0, (6.37)
Cz

Cr

&

C*

where /? = 70c2 exp(ac2T").
Making the substitution fid) = d~?gid) reduces equation (6.37) to
2 2a,„ 2/3, l/n. , 2a a2 a 2
9 9"W + (hf - y» + X)9'(6) + ("is + -« + S - X9W
2

= «•

(6-38)

Equation (6.38) may be further simplified by setting x = d 1 and g = xkexy where k is

the solution to the quadratic equation k2 + il - -% + y)k + §r + /t — J —
aVV) + ((2-f )*+2*+2-|^ = 0.
(6.39)
Equation (6.39) is solved to give,
oft 2 2rv 2 2a 2/?r

yix) = exPH^-l)x)[ClMik
rm n
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2

+ 2--

+ ^,2k + 2--

2c* , ^ 2 2a 2px..
+c2Uik + 2-- + j,2k + 2--

+

j,-^r)},

+ j,-^-)

(6.40)

which we then back substitute into the expressions g = xkexy and f — d ^ g to obtain
the solution to equation (6.37),
*ta\ l t2P\x **n <, 2 2a n. n 2 2a 23. , , ,
f(0) = ^ f e x p ( ^ ) [ c 1 M ( f c + 2 - - + - , 2 ^ + 2 - - + - , - - ^ )
TT/1 n 2 2a nl „ 2 2a 2/?xl

(6.41)

We may therefore write the solution for the relative value V(r, r) as,
rfi 1 OR

Vir,t) = (r-rO(r-*)+exp(a/ -dt)--^exp(-^) (6.42)
./o r (rr)K+e
clrr
r „„ n 2 2a nl n 2 2a 23 .
cl p cl P czrr

Upon examining the limiting behaviour of the confluent hypergeometric functions a

t —>• T, given in (6.34(a)) and (6.34(b)), equation (6.42) reduces to the simple f
Vir,t) = ir-n)iT-t),

(6.43)

as found in the previous section.

6.4 Coupon Bearing Bonds

A bond is any financial contract that is purchased at the commencement of the cont

and yields a known amount, the principal, when the contract expires at some predet
mined future time, known as the maturity date.
A Coupon Bearing Bond, in addition to paying the predetermined prescribed amount,

also pays regular instalments, the coupons, throughout the duration of the contrac

there is no coupon payable, the contract is known as a zero-coupon bearing bond. A
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great deal of research has been done on valuing these coupon bonds (see e.g. Balbas &
Ibanez 1998; Dammon et al 1993; Decamps & Rochet 1997; Kerfriden & Rochet 1993;
Pearson & Sun 1994; Stapleton & Subrahmanyam 1993) and zero coupon bonds (see e.g.
Alvarez 2001; Bjork et al. 1997; De & Kale 1993; Engsted & Tanggaard 1995; Finnerty
1993; Kerfriden & Rochet 1993; Miltersen et al 1997; Stapleton & Subrahmanyam 1993;

Takahashi 1997; Zaremba 1998). As well, there do exist a huge number of 'exotic bond

which have been created and are traded. These exotic bonds can have payoffs that are
more general than those of the usual 'vanilla bonds'.

In Section 6.4.1, we derive a parabolic partial differential equation for the price
bond with a continuously paid coupon and then in Section 6.4.2, using the method of

symmetries we demonstrate the existence of new analytic solutions to this PDE both f

a vanilla bond with a known principal value at maturity and for exotic bonds which a

maturity pay not only the principal but also a bonus which may depend on the spot ra
at that time.

6.4.1 Derivation ofthe Bond Pricing Equation for Coupon Bearing Bonds

We will assume that the spot interest rate follows the stochastic process given by E

tion (6.1). Then the value of a coupon bearing bond will be of the form V(r,t). We w

assume that coupon payments are received continuously throughout the life of the bon
and that these payments are a function of the spot rate and time, so that an amount
K(r,t)dt is received in a small time period dt.

We consider a portfolio containing two coupon bearing bonds with values, Vi(r, t; Ti
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and V2(r, t; T2) each having time to maturity t = T\ and t = T2 respectively. If we hold
one unit of the bond with value Vi and -A units of the bond with value V2, then the
value of our portfolio is written,
TT = V1- AV2. (6.44)
During some time interval dt, using Ito's Lemma , the value of our portfolio changes
by,
dir = idV1-AdV2) + il-A)Kir,t)dt (6.45)
= W-dX + iu- + Y— + ^)dt}
-A{.fdX +

{uf

+ ^ + f)dt} + (1 - A)K{r, t)dt.

To eliminate the random component, dX, we choose A = ^/^ so that
dVx u2d2Vx dV1 (dVXjdV2 dV2 u;2d2V2dV2 fdVi.dVi^^ +v_
(6.46)

With hedging, the change in the value of the portfolio is risk-less. Again, this riskle
growth in the value of the portfolio must be the same as the growth attained by the

equivalent cash value of the portfolio invested in a risk-free interest bearing account
In the absence of arbitrage oV = r7rd£, and therefore,
nr AT/^ aVl_y&Vi JWi fdvi/dV2v 9V2 co2d2V2 dV2.n M, ,dV2.^r^ ^
r(V[-AVa) =
u—+-—+—-i—,—)iu—+-—+—)+il-i—/—))Kir,t)
(6.47)
using equations (6.45) and (6.46).
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Re-arranging, noting that on the left hand side A = ^dr/ ^I pdr. , w e have,
dt ^ 2 dr^ rvi-r-j\{r,i) dt y 2
5v[ '

dr2

rv2y J\yr,i)
=

dr

W~

\bAii)

•

dr

The left hand side of equation (6.48) is a function of T\ and similarly the right ha
of equation (6.48) is a function of T2. This implies that both sides are independent
the date of maturity, T. We hence set this ratio equal to a(r,t)
air, t) = dt + 2 »a^C' J • (6.49)
dr

Dropping the subscripts and rearranging yields
dV

UJ2

d2V dV

a + TF- a(r '%- r, '+% ( ) = 0 '

(6 50)

'

With air, t) = w(r, £)A(r, t) — u{r, t), the coupon bearing bond equation (CBBE) may
written,
dV

u2 d2V

dV

^ + T ^ +(M-Au,)^-rV+ir(r'*)=0'

(6 51)

'

which needs to be solved subject to a final boundary condition V(r, T) = fir) (for a
plain vanilla bond, /(r) = 1) where T is the maturity date.

6.4.2 Analytic Solutions of the Bond Pricing Equation for Coupon Bearing
Bonds

In the above section, we derived the equation for pricing coupon bearing bonds, namel
dV u)2d2V . , ,dV _. , vt ^ n

Setting w(r, t) = 6(r, tf)u;(r, t)2 + A(r, t)u(r, t), our short-term risk neutral int

follows the stochastic process dr = 6(r, t)uj{r, t)2dt + coir,t)dX and the Coupon Bea
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Bond Equation (CBBE) becomes
"i + ^f% + Kr, tMr, tfl - rV + *<r, t) = 0. (6.52)
We use the symmetry finding package Dimsym (Sherring 1993) to determine the

special cases for w(r, t) and 6(r, t) that admit invariant solutions to the Coupon Bea
Bond Equation (CBBE). We note that in the case Kir, t) = r — r*, the coupon bearing

bond equation (6.52) is the same as equation (6.20) and hence special cases of o;(r, t
6(r,i) admitting invariant solutions in the case K{r,t) = r — r* can be found in Table
(6.1).
Although the symmetries listed in Table (6.1) leave the CBBE invariant, not all are

conducive to finding a solution appropriate for the given final condition. The solutio
procured with the aid of the symmetry generator (6.22) must also leave the given final
condition invariant. The solution for 'vanilla' coupon bearing bonds must satisfy the
final condition V(r, T) = 1 and hence we are concerned with symmetries that have the
form
TiV - 1) = 0\v=i,t=T (6.53(a))
and
r(t-T) = 0|y=M=r. (6.53(6))
Similarly, for 'exotic' bonds that pay the principal plus some extra amount /(r) at
maturity, we are concerned with symmetries of the form,
TiV - 1 - fir)) = 0\v=i+m,t=r (6.54(a))
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and
r(t -T) = 0\v=i+f(r),t=T (6-54(6))

Example 6.2
We consider the case where w(r,£) = cA, 6(r,i) = % + 37, Kir,t) = r - r* with
r* = ac2 and a = —a > 0.

We look for a solution of equation (6.52) satisfying Vir,T) = 1, the final value f
plain 'vanilla' coupon bond.

These parameters give the stochastic differential equation for the interest rate (6
3

dr = rir — ac )dt + cr^dX,
and coupon bearing bond equation (6.25)
dV c2r3d2V , _2,dV

admitting the symmetry generator (6.27),
V1

d d ,d
r, = [-(r - U)r - rr'iT - t)]- + r - - rr'-

where r = 7(exp(ac2t) - exp(ac2T)) as defined previously in Example (6.1).
The symmetry generator leads to the invariant solution (6.28)

Vir,t) = nt + riT-t) + fid)

with 6 = rr, where d satisfies
p2f"id) + id + p)f\d) - fid) - ac2T = 0,
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and P = jac2 exp(ac2T).
The solution of this equation is given in (6.33(a)) and (6.33(b)):

V,ir,t) = ir-u)iT-t) +
irT)7i

c2rr

-^eM^)[ciMi2,2+\-^-)+c2Ui2,2+-2,-^-)]
cz czrr
c2 c2rr

and

V2ir,t) = (r-r,)(T-r)+rrexp(-^-)[c3M(l-4,-4J-4^)+c4^((1-4'-4'-^-)]czrr
cz cr d-rr
c1 cz czrr
To satisfy the final boundary condition Vir,T) = 1, we note the result (6.34(a)) and
(6.34(b)) and hence choose C\ =

r

* » A—|r)?, c2 = c4 = 0 and c3 = — jg- r, jj3. •

Thus solutions to the coupon bearing bond equation satisfying the final cond
a plain 'vanilla' bond are

Fl(r,^(r_r,)(r_i) +

^(_|)*_ljexp(|A)M(2,2+|,_|A)

and

%(r, t) = (r - r.)(T - t) - g1^2—p( JA)M(1 - |, -f, -£).

As an example we take c = -\/2 and /? = 1. In this case we may write our solu
for the bond value as:

Vi(r, t) = (r - r*)(T - t) - \- exp(-)M(2,3, --)
2rr
rr

rr

and
y2(r, t) = ir- r*)iT -t)+rr exp(—)M(0, -1, - — ) ,
rr
rr
sample plots of which are shown in Figures (6.3) and (6.4).
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Figure(6.3) The value Viir,t) of a plain 'vanilla' bond with interest rate 2 % , 3 % and 4 %
respectively. Here the value r* = 6% and T = 10.
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Figure(6.4) The value V2(r,t) of a plain 'vanilla' bond with interest rate 3%, 4 % and 5 %
respectively. Here the value r* = 6% and T — 10.
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Example 6.3

We consider the case w(r, t) = cr^ and 6(r, t) = ^ — *, with arbitrary function a(
and Kir, t) = r. The interest rate stochastic differential equation is
dr = c2riait) - qr)dt + cAdX. (6.55)
The interest rate model under consideration here conforms to actual market data.
3

Infinancialmarkets the interest rate dependence on the volatility complies with r*,

whilst the arbitrary function a(r) represents the time dependent drift in the int
process.
The corresponding CBBE is
dV c2r3d2V

2

, , , .dV T, n ,crn,
~dt + ~2~~W + CT{a{t) -qr)—-rV

+ r = 0.

This CBBE admits the similarity generator,

r = a(i-i)A + T<!_rr<!

(6.57)

where
rit) = lfBdt + ?g, (6.58(a))
and
B = exp(c2 / ait)dt). (6.58(6))
After consideration of the invariance of the final condition we set,
7 = "^, ("SW)
where m0 is arbitrary.
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(6.56)

The invariant solution associated with similarity generator T is

Vir, t) = l + firr) exp(| -^dt) (6.59)

which simplifies the CBBE (6.56) to the ordinary differential equation for fid),
e2f"{e) + (^ - 2q)f'id) - -Jid) = 0. (6.60)

We make the transformation,
e = x~\ and fid) = xkexyix) (6.61)
where k = — "M^2 ± -^—-%.——, to reduce equation (6.60) to

xy" + [(2 - ^)x + 2k + 2 + 2q]y' + [(1 - ^)x + 2k + 2 + 2q- ^]y = 0. (6.62)
cr
cz
c*
Solving equation (6.62) gives,

yix) = exp((^-l):r)[ciM(£;+2+2g, 2k+2+2q, -^)+c2U\k+2+2q, 2k+2+2q, —^)],
C>

C>

C-

(6.63)
and the solution for (6.60) follows with d = rr(t),

f(0) = {\t exp(|^)[ClM(fc+2+2g, 2k+2+2q, -J^)+c2£/(/c+2+2g, 2A;+2+2g, - Jl)].
(6.64)

As a result, the solution for the value of our coupon bearing bond may be written,

V(r,t) =

/•* 1
27
1
1 + T{rr)
— T r e x p ( a / -di + ^ - )
[ciM(fc + 2 + 2g, 2fc + 2 + 2g, —-^-)
+c2t/(A; + 2 + 2g, 2& + 2 + 2g, —p-)]. (6.65)
C"TT
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Noting the limiting behaviour of the confluent hypergeometric functions given in

equation (6.34(a)) and (6.34(b)), we take c2 = 0. Thus equation (6.68) may be writte

Vir,t) = l + c17^-rexpia f -dt + -pL)Mik + 2 + 2q,2k + 2 + 2q,-^L), (6.66)
(rrj*
Jo T
clrr
c2rr
so that as t —> T then

V{r, *)!«. = !

+

* exp(Q [ Idt)A|Al±|y(-|)-*. (6.67)

The conditions on the model parameters required to satisfy the final condition de-

pend upon the particular form of the free function a(£). For example, when a(t) = a,
iconstant), we require a/m0a < 0. A sample plot of this solution is shown in Figure
(6.5).
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Figure(6.5) The value V(r,t) of a plain 'vanilla' bond with interest rate 4%, 6% and 8 %

respectively. In this figure, V(r,t) is defined by equation (6.66) in the case c = \
and o(t) = ^.
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In the following examples, we find analytic solutions to exotic continuously paid
coupon bonds, which at maturity pay not only the principal, but also either
function of the spot-rate at that time or an extra fixed amount.
Example 6.4

We consider the case where K^) = r, coir, t) = cA and 6(r, t) = a - q/r. Thes
parameters give the stochastic differential equation for the interest rate,

dr = c2iar — q)dt + cr^dX. (6.68)

For a= -a and q = -q, ia, q > 0), this equation may be written

dr = c2(g - ar)dt + cr*dX (6.69)

which is of the form considered by Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985). This inter

model not only has the desirable property of mean reversion, but for suitabl
q, namely when q > \ our interest rate will always remain positive. Recall,

reversion is the process where high interest rates will decrease towards som

in this case §, and low interest rates will increase towards this mean value.
The CBBE where the interest rate follows (6.68) is
dV , c2r d2V 2, dV
'dt+~2~^

+ c{ar q)

~ ~dr~~rV

+ r= 0

-

(6-7°)

It admits the symmetry generator,

T = i-rac2q + T-r" - arr' + qr'W - 1)A + T| +

rr'|- (6.71)

where r"'(r) - Pr'(t) = 0. After consideration of equation (6.54)6, we take
r{t) = Pi + p2ekt + p3e~kt, A = -p2ekT - p3e~kT and k2 = ^a2? + 2).
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The corresponding invariant solution is

r'r

Vir, t) = l+ fiO)rity exp(-acV +2 V
C T

~ ar)i

° = ">
T

(6-72)

which on substituting into the C B B E (6.720) yields the ordinary differential equation

for fid),
OfiO) - 2qf'iO) - XBfiB) = 0 (6.73)

where the constant A = k2iP2ekT - p3e~kT)2/c4. Equation (6.73) is solved to give

fid) = e^iaMi-q, -2q, -2BV\) + c2Ui~q, -2q, -20 V\)], (6.74)

where Mia, 6, x) and C/(a, 6, x) are the confluent hypergoemetric or KummerM
merU functions respectively.
Hence, a solution to equation (6.70) is given by,

Vir,t) = l+rityexpir-^-ac2qt+~ar)[c1Mi-q, -2q, -?^)+C2t/(_g, -2g, -^)].
(6.75)

In order to satisfy the condition Vir,T) = 1 + eairra2, where oi, a2 are cons

we note the limiting value of the Kummer functions given by equations (6.34(

(6.34(b)), and hence take a = -^5^exp(ac2gT)(-2v/A)~a and c2 = 0. Then at matu

rity, V{r, T) = 1 + earrq. If we choose a = -1 and g = -0.04, then at maturi

bond pays a bonus which increases with distance from the mean value of r, i.
This solution is shown in Figure (6.6) for c = T = 1.
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Figure(6.6)The value V(r,t) of an exotic bond with interest rate 4%, 6% and 8 % respectively. Here, V(r,t) is defined by equation (6.75).
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Example 6.5

Choosing o;(r, t) = cr* and 6(r, t) = — * gives the stochastic differential equa
the interest rate,
dr = -qc2r2dt + cAdX (6.76)
and C B B E
c2r3d2V

dV

+

2

cV

dV

xr

,cw,

A

+r=

^ ^^- ^-^

°-

(6 77)

-

Equation (6.77) admits the symmetry generator,

which has the corresponding invariant solution
Vir,t) = firit-T)). (6.79)

When the invariant solution (6.79) is substituted into the CBBE, equation (6.77)
plifies to give the ordinary differential equation for fid),

^e2fid) + (i - gc20)/'(#) - fie) + i = o, e = rit- T). (6.80)

We may simplify the appearance of (6.80) by setting gid) = fid) — 1 and multipli
throughout by 2/c2. Thus, we have

*Y(*) + (f - 2g%'(0) - Igie) = 0.
Making the transformation,
B = x~x and gid) = xkexyix) (6.82)
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(6.81)

where k satisfies k = — ^ j 1 ± "^8+2c1+2 , leads to an equation of the form,
2 2 2k
xy" + [(2 - -)x + 2k + 2 + 2q]y' + [(1 --)x+

2k+ 2+ 2q - -j}y = 0,

(6.83)

with solution,
12 ii 2rr 2r
y( x ) = e(^"1)a:[ciM(A;+2+2g, 2A:+2+2g, — - ) + C 2 t f (jfc+2+2g, 2A;+2+2g, —^-)], (6.84)
where M(a, 6, a;) and C/(a, 6, x) are the KummerM and KummerU functions.
We use the transformation (6.82) above, to find an expression for gid). Thus,

9(9) = Ukexp(—)[ClM(fc+2+2g,
d
czd
(6.85)

2fc+2+2g, - — ) + c 2 U i k + 2 + 2 q , 2k+2+2q, - — ) } .
czd
czd

As we previously set, fid) = g{d) + 1, and V{r,t) = fid) we now have,
V(r,t) = l

+

R^exP(^^)W

+c2Uik + 2 + 2q,2k + 2 + 2g, -—A—)]. (6.86)
crr(t — 1)
In order to receive an extra fixed bonus at expiry, so that V{r,T) = \ + A where

A is the value of the constant bonus, we note the limiting behaviour of the Kumme

functions, given in equations (6.34(a)) and (6.34(b)) and take c\ = (—Jr)kr(2k+2++2

c2 = 0. At expiry, the bond will pay the principal value plus the bonus A, so the
value will be V{r, T) = l + A.
Hence, we may write the solution (6.86) as,
T^ ^ i , At 2,fcr(fc + 2 + 2g) 1 . 2 .
Vir,t) = 1 + A i - 7 2 ) k r { 2 k + 2 + 2q) {r{t _ T))k exp(^3^)

Af (A; + 2 + 2g, 2k + 2 + 2g, -

2

J2 ).
czr(t — I)
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As an example, if we set g = -1, c = 1 and A = 1 wefindk = 2 or k = -1. The
duality in the values for k arisesfromsolving a k-dependent quadratic equation in the
transformation (6.84).
This gives,

Viir t] = +

'

eM

)M(2A

' lw^ «y^)

) (a87(a))

'-xyr)

and
V2(r, t) = l + \rit - T) e x p ( - ^ ) M ( - l , -2, ~ ^ ~ ) .

(6.87(6))

A sample plot of the value of bond Vi(r, t) is shown in Figure (6.7)
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Figure(6.7)The value Vi(r,i) of an 'exotic' bond as a function of time with interest rate
4%, 6% and 8% respectively. Here Vi(r,t) is defined by equation (6.87).
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E x a m p l e 6.6

We consider again the case cj(r, t) = cA and 6(r, t) = ^ - J, with arbitrary functio
a(t). The stochastic differential equation for the interest rate (6.55),
dr = c2riait) - qr)dt + cAdX,
has CBBE (6.56),
dV ^r3d2V

2 / /A N«9F

^

+

^~ar^+ C r ( a ( t ) - 9 r ) a r " - r K + r=0'

admitting the similarity generator,

where

B = exp(c2 / a(i)dt)
and
m0

7 =

f T £dt'

as defined previously in Example (6.3).
If we examine the invariant solution associated with the symmetry generator V, we
have,
Vir,t) = firr). (6.88)
Substituting the invariant equation (6.88) into the CBBE yields the ordinary differential equation
\&f' (0) + (7 - c2qd)f'id) - fid) + 1=0. (6.89)
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W e let gid) = fiB) - 1 and multiply throughout by ^ to simplify equation (6.89),

*Y(*) + (P ~ WWW ' -29(0) = 0. (6.90)
Making the transformation
e = x'1, and gi$) = xkexyix)
where k = -^ ± V^2^2*)2

?

reduces equation (6.90) to

xy" + [(2 - ?l)a; + 2fc + 2 + 2g]</ + [(1 -p)x + 2k + 2 + 2q- ?^}y = 0. (6.91)
We find,
g(^) = (i)fcexp(|^)[ClM(A;+2+2g,2A:+2+2g,-||)+c2f/(A;+2+2g,2A;+2+2g,-|^)]
(6.92)
with d = rr(r). Hence,

W) = 1+^ exp(|^)[ClM(fc+2+2g, 2fc+2+2g, - Jl), +c2t7(A;+2+2g, 2fc+2+2g, - Jl)]
(6.93)
and thus the solution for the coupon bearing bond may be written,
— L - exp(4^)[ciM(fc + 2 + 2g, 2k + 2 + 2g, —p-]
irr)k
clrr
clrr
+c2Uik + 2 + 2q,2k + 2 + 2q, —p-)].

(6.94)

In order to receive an extra fixed bonus at expiry we note the limiting behaviou

the confluent hypergeometric functions so that V(r, T) = 1 + A where A is the co
value of the bonus. We thus take c\ = r?2fc+2+2g) (~§r)*

anc

^ °2

=

°- At expiry, th

will pay the principal value plus the bonus A, so the final value is Vir,T) = 1 +
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This gives,
Vir,t) = 1 + ^P^PlhPfrPi:expi-p-Wik + 2 + 2q,2k + 2 + 2q, -p-).
T(2fc + 2 + 2g)v c2> irr)k yKc2rrJ v
c2rr'
(6.95)
As an example, consider the simple case a(£) = ^, c = y/2 q = | and A= 1. In this
case, we may write,
B = exp(c2 T -i<ft) = exp(r) (6.96)
As a result,
f exp(t)dt = exp(t).

f Bdt=

(6.97)

Given,
T = -7^1 = - m °e x p ^ T )
J Bat

(6 98)

-

we may define r as,
r = m0(exp(-t) - exp(-T)).

(6.99)

With our choice of constants c and q we deduce the values for the constant //k:
k = — 1 + s/2 and k = — 1 — \/2, so a solution for the bond price may be written,

Vi(r, t) = 1 + ^ ^ ( - A ) ^ l + 2\/2 (rr)

1

exp(^)M(2 + A 1 + 2^, - ^ ) ,
rr
rr

(6.100(a))

and
V2(r,t) = 1 + | - A j ( - = ) ^ + I exp(^)M(2 - vS,l - 2V2, - £ ) .
A sample plot of the solution Vi(r,t) is shown in Figure (6.8).
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(6.100(6))

Figure (6.8) The value V\{r,t) of an 'exotic' coupon bearing bond as a function of time with

interest rate 4%, 6% and 8% respectively. Here Vi(r,i) is defined by equation (6.100
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6.5 Conclusion

We have constructed analytic solutions to the linear parabolic partial differential equat
modelling the value of interest rate swaps and coupon bearing bonds.
We have found that the use of Lie's classical method has expanded the number of
analytically solvable models for bonds and swaps. These models have the advantage

that the coefficients used to describe interest rate volatility and drift display behavio
observed by these parameters in financial markets. Indeed, the dependence of interest
rate volatility on the spot-rate ra, as used in many of the examples presented here, has
been demonstrated to accurately reflect market rate behaviours.
When modelling the behaviour of coupon bearing bonds, the function that models the

regular coupon payment Kir, t), is arbitrary. In this chapter, we have utilised Kir, t) =
as well as Kir,t) = r — r*. This arbitrary function is able to be prescribed at the
discretion of the modeller to include time dependence. Indeed, by performing statistical

analysis on market data, K(r, t) may be set to reflect real-life behaviour more accuratel
This will be the subject of future work in this area.
The exact analytic solutions presented here all satisfy the prescribed values at expiry
for swaps and bonds. This was achieved by carefully selecting the functions u)ir,t)

and 6(r, t) that not only lead to an invariant symmetry solution, but also left the final
condition invariant under that class of symmetries. Also included are solutions to a

special class of bond contract, 'exotic' bonds that pay a fixed value at maturity as well
as some bonus amount. The scope within the financial community for special bonds
contracts is quite broad and the terms and conditions of each individual contract is at
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the discretion of the parties entering into the contract.
Yield curve fitting is the process where market prices are matched with arbitrary

functions that represent drift or interest rate volatility. A possible example is the mo
attributed to Ho & Lee (1986) (see equation (6.7)). There is scope within this model
to fit market data to the arbitrary function nit), a measure of the anticipated return

over time, if the investment is risk-free. The model presented in this chapter in Exampl
(6.3), is an improvement over the model considered by Ho & Lee (1986). Not only do

we have an arbitrary time dependent function a(£) we may specify by statistically fittin
market data, but unlike the Ho & Lee (1986) formulation, this interest rate model is
mean reverting.
Although the Cox, Ingersoll k, Ross (1985) model exhibits mean reversion the pa-

rameters in this model are not arbitrary. As a result, there isn't scope to fit market d
so the CIR model is unable to fully quantify complex market behaviours.
3

In addition the interest rate model of Example (6.3) has a ra dependence of interest
rate volatility on the spot-rate. This particular power-law dependence has been shown
by Chan et al (1992) to be the most accurate model of real-life market behaviours.

Lie's classical symmetry method is a useful tool in providing simplifications to partial
differential equations that model complex real-life phenomena. There is further scope
to improve upon the analytic solutions to the swap and coupon bearing bond equations presented in this chapter. Many of the symmetry reductions presented here have
time-dependent arbitrary functions that may be set at the discretion of the modeller.

Performing statistical analysis or other curve fitting techniques on available market da
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whilst increasing the complexity of the solution, would also increase the accuracy and
the market applicability of the model.
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Table (6.1): S y m m e t r y Classification of Equation (6.20)

The first two columns list the functional forms for interest rate volatility and for

interest rate drift from equation (6.19), that allow special symmetries, whose infinitesimal
generators are shown in the third column.
Note: The function p(r, t) denotes a particular solution of Equation (6.20).

u;(r, t)

crn

6(r, t)

Symmetry

(a\c2nrnt'1+2aia2n(?rnt-2aia-zclrnt+2air) ,-,r

a\t+<X2 i n
"T" 2r
Tn
-1
r2n-1[c2(n—l)t+a

Generator

2(n-l)rn
Q
r

gir, t)iV -P)i?+

y

\ d

,

P'dV ^PtdV

d

, d

"> dt

r(r, t)pt£ + r(r, *)f

where g(r, t) and r(r, t) satisfy
2r2nrtc&qn2 - Ar2nrtc&qn + 2r2nrt&q +

2r2nrt&n3

-hr2nrtc&n2 + Ar2nrtc&n - r2nrtc6 + 2r 2n rac 4 gn
-2r 2 n rac 4 g + 2r2nrac4rc2 - 3r 2n rac 4 n + r2nracA
+2rr2c2n - 2rr 2 c 4 + 2r2ngtr3c6n3 - Qr2ngtt3cen2
+§r2ngtt3cQn - 2r2ngtt3c6 + 6r2reaji3a:c4n2 - 12r2noft2ac4n
+6r2ngtt2ac4 + e r ^ & t a V n - G r ^ a t t a V + 2r2ngta3 = 0

and
rr&n-rrc2

+ r2ngrt2c4n2 - 2r2ngrt2c4n + r2ngrt2c4 + 2r2ngrtac?n
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w(r,t)

bir,t)

Symmetry Generator

crn

-2r2ngrtacr + r2ngra2 = 0
2q
l-2n
l+2age2c2»("-l)«

nr\-2n
H

^r,<)(V-p)^ + r f t ^ + r |
where #(r, £) and r(r, t) need to satisfy
4ac4?3retc2^2n+2)[2e2ntc2V2nQ!g(2n2 - 3 n + 1)
+e 2 i c V f l (2n 2 - 3n + 1) + 2e2"'tcVag2(n - 1) - 2e 2 ^V 2 g(n - 1)]
-r2"^[8e6tc2?na393 + Ue*^4^

a2 q2 + Ge^^+^aq

+ e6t^} = 0

and
8etc*q(2n+l)Trac2q3(n

_4et^q(2n+2)aq

crz

_y_

_ e4t<?q} =

r2ngr{Ae4t<?qna2q2

Q

[t2r2-3fr2c2+2fr+lJ(V-p)^+[2t2r2cV-2tr3c2pr-]^?+2t2r2c2^-2tr3c2^:
2r2c2

1
^r2

^ ( ^ - P ) * + (^-iPr)* + *i-il:
H y

(

7 - p ) | - ^ | - ^

-r{V-p)fr-r*pr&-r*%
"

a
at
r2Vt

^ e2^

(2ytr<x<?+tr+l) ,y
,(+
v\8
y
P)aV^ylPt
2c2r
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r \8
,+d
r8
2t}r)dV^i'dt
2dr

u(r, t)
cr2

Symmetry Generator

Kr, t)
a{t} .

1

(4hr2c2-4gr3c2+4,grac2+2Ta'c2+4g'r+T"+2T,r+2Tac2)
4r-ac2

/T/
y

^ d
P)dV

+(rPt ~ (gr2 + %)&)& + rf - (gr2 + ^ ) f
where git), hit) and r(t) satisfy
6ga2c6 - 4aac2 + 6h"c4 - 12tiac6 + Ah'c2 + 6g'ac4
-Ag' + 3r'ac4 - 2r' = 0
Ag'ac2 - 6ra'c4 - Ah'c2 + Ag' - 3r"c2 - 6r'ac4 + 2r' = 0
2ga'c2 - 2aa 2 c 4 - 2ra'c2 + 2a" - 3r'ac2 = 0
1
(2r2

q

(4hr2cP-4gr3c2-4grczq+4g'r+T"+2T,r-2T,c2q)

/y

\ d ,

r

(rPt - (gr2 + %)&)& + rf - (pr2 + * ) £
where a(t),ft(t)and r(t) satisfy
6gc6g2 + 4gc2g + 6c4h" + \2c&qh + 4c2/i - -6c4gg'
-Ag' - 3c4gr' - 2r' = 0
4ac2g + Ac2h' - Ag' + 3 c V - 6c4gr' - 2r' = 0
2ac4g2 - 2g" - Zc2qr' = 0

-t + a

{

~%rX2+1)(V

-p)&

+ ((t2 - 2ta + a2)pt + (ra -

+(t2 - 2ta + a 2 )f + (ra - tr)f
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tr)Pr)^

u>ir,t)

bir,t)

Symmetry

Generator

3

cr*

l

rtyft

dt

'dr

-3-- Ar

1

dt

Z(

-' 8r

d
dt

a

, 3

+

<?M*-*tri+4^+W)(y

7S »

_p ) £ + (t2p< _ ^ ^ ^

2c^r2

+t2m~2rt£
^$^(V-P)&
j(^+« 2 + ¥ )

+ itpt - rpr)& + tf - rf

- V r ^ ^ ^ ± ^ ( F _p)£ + ( ^ _f p r ) £ + ^ - rf

^(t+«2 + ¥ )

2c2r*t2

r2

_)_f2 a. _ o+ r A

ait + a 2 - *

(a2^+ ^ ) H ~~ a2r5?

axtp+lrp - *

l

dt

' dr

tc2?
2
( a i + a a e ^ ) ^ 1 - ^ alC qiV - p)& + [(ai + a2e )pt - a^qre^pr}-^

+(ai + a 2 e^)f - a2c2gretc2f
r

(2ta - 2t + £)iV-p)&
b

dt

' dr

d
dt
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+ it2pt - 2trpr)£ + t2f - 2trf

w (r, t)
3

6(r, t)
a
r

Symmetry
Qr\r*r"inl(^nor • o" —

Generator

~

zpeciaiuase . r -

(16a2_16a+3)

(32^-32t^+16Q-3)(y _

p)e_

{t2pt

+

_

^

^

+t2f ~ 2trf

-

^

' dr

(16tra-l2tr-16a2+16«-3) (y
16V?
^

™0V

^(4a-3)(y

S

4

x0

V^

|
r2

PJsv

f I
lr2

S
PrdV

]d

PrQV

fr$nd
lT2
PrQr

§0
r2

dr

d
dt

^ +7

(ra^'Xr^^y _p ) £ + ^

_^

^

+

^ _ ^d_

where rit) satisfies
ra"c2 - ra'ac4 + r'" + 2r'a'c2 - r'a2c4 = 0
^

2

^

(

V

~P)£ + (rPt ~ r'rpr)^ + r f - r V f

for g ^ —1 where a(t) and r(t) satisfy
(1 + q)ira'c2 + r" + r'ac2) + g'= 0
and
g" - g'ac2 = 0
a
r

g_
r2

Q-i^rirrl f^rt rr • i"^ —

—o2

bpectaiuase . c - (i6a2-i6<*+3)
[1024rrag - 1024rrg - 256r"a 4 + 512r"a 3 - 352r"a 2 + 96r"a --9r"
5 1 2 r W - 1024r'ra2 + 608r'ra - 96r'r - 512r'a2g + 512r'ag
-96r'g](y - i?)/[32(16a2 - 16a + 3)]£ + irpt - rr'pr)£
^Tdt

lT

dr
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u)(r, t)
3

cr2

6(r, t)

a. q
r r2'

Symmetry Generator

Qirr,y/r}(~,rrrrrr • X2

—

speciac^ase . cr — (16Q2_16a+3)
(16gra-129r-iegq-16a2gt+lQagr-igf)(v sd
16jr
\V
P)dV

„rln d
9r2PrdV

Sd
gr2 dr

where g(t) and r(t) satisfy
2 5 6 a V " - 5 1 2 a V " - 96ar'" + 9r"' - 1024gV = 0
and
256g2g - 256a4g" + 5 1 2 a 3 / - 352a2g" + 9 6 a / - 9g" = 0
cr
1

cr2

[-2ai/n(r) + a\cH2 + 2aia2c2t - a^HJiV -p)£+

r
a-2
r

hrac 2 g + %r" - arr' + gr'](V - p)£ + (rpt + rr'pr)-^
^Tdt

•

2pt^ + 2 f

,T

dr

where
Tit) =

p1+p2e^

+ p3e-^
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and k2 = a2c4 + 2c2

7

Conclusion

The behaviour of a number of complex physical phenomena can be expressed mathematically by a single diffusion-convection equation or by a system of coupled diffusionconvection equations. The solution of these, subject to appropriate initial or boundary

values can provide insight into the important interacting processes that combine to effect
certain behaviours.
These include, and are not limited to the applications addressed here, namely modelling tumour growth, cellular transport and pricing financial derivatives. These diverse
fields have some striking commonalities:
ii) The observed behaviour is quite complex and it can be difficult to ascertain
which of the interacting processes has a significant effect on the observed behaviour.
For example, cellular migration is not only influenced by random cellular diffusion but
also by the rate of cellular proliferation, the action of soluble and insoluble proteins
and enzymes that alter cellular surface receptors to either stimulate or hamper motility.

Similarly, when pricing interest rate derivatives market volatility and the effect of inte
rate changes over time must be accounted for.
iii) The often formidable governing equations may be simplified by the use of an

invariant solution. This effects a reduction of order in the case of ordinary differential
equations and a reduction in the number of variables in a partial differential equation.
These simplifications are often useful as they may lead at best to an exact analytic
solution or, at worst, to an easier equation whose numerical solution may be less computationally challenging.
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W e have used a combination of techniques incorporating symmetry reductions and
numerical modelling to mathematically illuminate complex physical phenomena in these
diverse fields of study.
The use of Lie's classical symmetry method enables us to construct invariant solutions
to the parabolic partial differential equation used to price swaps and coupon bearing
bonds. The construction of these invariant solutions has greatly augmented the number
of analytically tractable cases that arise in pricing these financial derivatives.
When substituted into the governing swap or coupon bearing bond equation, these
invariant solutions reduce the governing second order partial differential equation to
a second order ordinary differential equation. We have found that a number of these
reduced ordinary differential equations may be solved analytically from which the value
of the swap or bond is deduced. We have demonstrated that these values also satisfy
the required condition of the swap or bond at expiry.
Many of the solutions for pricing interest rate derivatives presented here use constant parameters. A number of the symmetry solutions that leave the swap and coupon
bearing bond equation invariant, involve arbitrary time-dependent functions. There is

scope then, to fit real-life market data to these arbitrary time-dependent functions usi

statistical analysis. The ability to incorportate real-life market data will greatly enh
the precision of the mathematical model and, as a result, improve the accuracy of the
model.
Many of the widely used models that price interest rate derivatives take into account
mean reversion, such as the CIR (1985) model or anticipated return, represented by an
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arbitrary time-dependent function, such as in the H o & Lee (1986) model. W e provide
an analytic solution to the coupon bearing bond equation modelling the value of a plain

'vanilla' interest bond that not only satisfies the required value at expiry, but also di
many of the desirable properties that are observed in financial markets. These include
3

m e a n reversion, interest rate volatility that has a r2 dependence on the interest rate and

yield curve fitting or the ability to impose real-life market data by statistically fitti
this data to set the form of the arbitrary function. This is a great improvement over
the previous CIR and Ho h Lee models that only displayed one of these characteristics
repectively.
Malignant tumour invasion and cellular motility is modelled by a coupled system of

nonlinear diffusion equations that represent the concentration of invasive tissue, the con
centration of insoluble haptoattractant, soluble chemoattractants and diffusible enzymes
such as protease. To perform a Lie classical symmetry analysis on a sysytem of partial

differential equations, the differential consequences must be deduced. Finding the differ
ential consequences was not necessary here, as the system of PDES representing tumour
invasion and cellular motility was reduced to a single equation by substitution.
The invariant solutions found with the use of Lie's classical method effected a re-

duction in order of the governing partial differential equation to an ordinary differenti
equation. An exact analytic solution for tumour cell invasion was determined, in the

absence of diffusion, for the case where the invasive tissue had a linear rate of prolifer
tion and an exponential rate of substrate decay. This exact analytic solution displayed
many of the characteristics that would occur physically in tumour cell invasion, to wit
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the simultaneous growth of tumour and decay of substrate.
The reduced symmetry solutions to this complex system of diffusion-convection equations not only displayed many of the desirable physical characteristics that one would
expect in malignant tissue invasion, but were also useful in validating solutions found
using numerical techniques.
We found that the process of tumour cell invasion is relatively insensitive to tumour
cell proliferation and that in the absence of haptotaxis, random motility with a decreas-

ing diffusivity predicts the pattern of cellular migration that is usually attributed to a
haptotactic response. Indeed, during the initial stages of tumour cell invasion where

there exists a build-up of compressed tumour tissue, diffusion effects a smoothing of this
peak which leads to the asymptotic evolution to a hyperbolic travelling wave profile.
In an in-vitro model of cellular migration, motility due to random diffusion alone
leads to a diffusive steady-state characterised by an equal distribution of cells in both
the upper and lower sections of a 48-well chamber. This is not the case for in-vitro
migration due to haptotaxis. In the absence of diffusion, motility due to haptotaxis
leads to a mass overshoot where more than half of the migrating cells are transported
into the upper half-chamber and the leading edge of the increasing and decelerating kink
wave approaches the chamber wall.
A similar effect is seen in in-vitro migration due to chemotaxis. There exists a mass
overshoot, but unlike haptotaxis, the leading edge of the increasing and declerating wave
profile terminates before it reaches the impermeable barrier at the chamber wall. After
the mass overshoot, the chemoattractant gradient is weaker and transport due to cell
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diffusion dominates chemotaxis transport. A s a result, w e see a reversal in the cell migration flux. We have demonstrated that the mass transfer will rise to a local maximum

before decreasing and we find that it has a single local maximum with respect to initial

chemoattractant concentration. This result, observed in experimental settings (see e.g.
Aznavoorian et.al 1990) has been attributed to celluar down-regulation where cell surface receptors become saturated. Although we have shown that this local maximum is

present with and without saturation effects, we believe that saturation effects may sti

prove to be important. The subject of future work in this area will be a chemical-kineti

model that takes into account integrin-ligand interactions as well as receptor detachme
and attachment as well as on the inverse problem of deducing chemotaxis coefficients
from controlled experimental data.
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Appendices

8.1 Appendix A: Validation of Numcerical PDE Solver

The software package PDETWO (Melgaard & Sincovec 1981) uses central finite difference

approximations for spatial derivatives. For diffusion equations, these approximations a
second order accurate.
The partial differential equations are converted to a coupled system of ordinary dif-

ferential equations that are solved on an m x n grid space. The grid spacing need not b
uniform and is able to be specified at the discretion of the user. To validate PDETWO,
a uniform grid spacing is sufficient.
We validate PDETWO for the system given by Equation (3.53) and (3.54), in which

invasive cell production as well as cellular motility due to random diffusion and hapto
is present. We validate for this system simply because it can be expressed as a third

order nonlinear partial differential equation in c(x,t) that is amenable to simplificat
using a symmetry invariant.
Referring to Table (3.2), for any choice of D(c), g(c) and f(u) there exists the translation symmetry operators,

r

r

^=h >=£

(A1)

We choose -D(c) = gic) = 1 and /(w) = u for convenience which admits the extra
symmetry operator

r

»=£
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(A2)

which leads to an appropriate functional form for c(x,t),

cix,t) = x + $ix-t). (A3)

The resulting equation (from equation (3.55)),
d3c _ d2c d2c dc d2cdc dc
dx2dt ~ dt2 + dxdt dx + dx2 dt ~ dt

(

'

with symmetry reduction (A3) simplifies to

$'" _ 2$'$" + $' = 0. (A5)

Equation (A5) is integrable, with solution

$>ixrt)=i^+P)2-l- + ou iA6)

Hence, an exact analytic solution of Equation (A4) is

a(xrt) = x + (^ + pf - \ + a. iA7)

As we are using Equation (A7) only to validate the numerical software PDETWO, we
can make any convenient choice for the constants a and P, and therefore choose

and P = 0. We solve the system of equations (3.53) and (3.54) with consistent v

x = 0 and x = 5 using PDETWO, the results of which are shown in Figures A(a) and
A(b).
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Figure(A.I) Comparison ofthe Analytic & Numerical Solutions of equation (3.55) with
uix, t) = —%•. Here we take Die) = gic) = 1 and /(«) = u.
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Except at the artificially imposed boundary at large x, the numerical solution agrees
well with the corresponding analytic solution, hence we can be confident in the
of the numerical software PDETWO in accurately solving systems of equations.

8.2

Appendix B: Scaling and Nondimensional Expression of

the Boundary Value Problem for Cellular Motility due to
Diffusion, Haptotaxis and Proteolysis
We consider here a nonlinear boundary value problem

% = -hep (B2)

f^Ih^ + hue-hp (53)
u(0, t) =

UQ

for t > 0, (BA)

c(0,t) = 0 fort>0, (55)
p(0, t) =

PQ

for t > 0, (56)

uix,0) = 0 for x>0, (57)
c(a.,0) = co for x>0, (58)
pix, 0) = 0 for x> 0, (59)
uix, t) —>0 as x —> oo, (-010)
cix, t)-* Co as x —*• oo, (-S11)
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p(cc, t) —> 0

as x —• oo.

(512)

We may rescale the five variables according to
u _ c p x t
u * — — \. c*. — —;.

p*. =

;. a u = — ;

t* = —;

with suitable concentration scales wa, ca, p&, length scale ls and time scale ts. These
scales may be constructed from the seven parameters
.Di(O) (maximum diffusivity for random motility of tumour cells),
D2 (protease diffusivity),
k\ (rate constant for tumour production),
k2 (rate constant for protease decay),
k3 (haptotactic coefficient),
&4 (rate constant for ECM decay) and
£5 (rate constant for protease release)

in such a way that five coefficients of the model are normalised to unity. For ease of

graphical presentation, we normalise the boundary conditions for u and c. In addition,

normalise coefficients for the three processes of interest, haptotaxis, tumour product
and cellular substrate decay. Hence we choose,

iis.= u^r Cs,= co.r p& = u&—r U = (wo&i)-1 and ls = (——)* (513)
A4

UQKI

resulting in

m:=aidx-[D^]dxZ]+M1
-c*p*, (5'2)

dU
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~uj _ dx~[u*dx:1

{Bl)

dv*

d v*.

Ik = a*~dxJ + P1*^* ~ P** iB'3)
u*(0,t) = l forU>0, iB'A)
p*(0,t)=7r0 /ort*>0, (5'6)
c*(:r*,0) = l forx*>0, (5'8)

and other conditions that are obvious. The five remaining dimensionless para

D2
at^-Tr (515)
C0&3

&

S17

=Ak- < >

W0«1

and

ai represents the importance of random cell motility compared to transport b
taxis, a2 compares protease diffusive transport to haptotactic transport of

Pi compares the rate of substrate digestion by protease to the rate of tumo

P2 compares the rate of natural protease decay to the rate of tumour produc

is a scaled protease concentration in a region of advanced substrate decay.
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8.3

Appendix C: Scaling and Nondimensional Expression of

the Boundary Value Problem for Cellular Motility due to
Diffusion and Chemotaxis

We consider here the boundary value problem for cellular motility due to ce

fusion and chemotaxis. The magnitude of the initial chemoattractant concent

determines whether motility is dominated by diffusion (small a0) or by chem
a0).

The concentration of cellular material u(x,t) and chemoattractant a(x,t) is
by the conservation equations,

&H =- k — - hy—(yr—\ (Cl)
dt

dx2

dx

dx

Zerofluxboundary conditions are imposed at both ends of the chemotaxis chamber,

-h^ + k2u^ = Q x = arL (C3)
dx

dx

L>J^ = Q x = OrL iCA)
and step-function initial conditions are prescribed,

u(xTQ)

= UQ. 0<X<-

(C5(a))

u(xr0) = Q ^<x<L (C5(6))

2
a(z,0) = 0
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Q<x<-

L

(C6(a))

a(xrQ) = aQ

- < x < L.
2

(C6(6))

W e may rescale thefivevariables according to

u

*

u_t
!
w»

a
a

*—

x
x* — —:
h

;
a»

t
t* = —;
ts'

with suitable concentration scales us and as, length scale ls and time scale
Hence, we choose ws = u0, as = a0, ls = L and ts = ^, so that the system may
written for small a0,
du*

d2u*

d
€

da*
{U

dU~ dxi ~ dxZ *dx~*h
„ d2a
r
^dx
A Y2 '
'

da*
dU

du*
da*
* + eu*-^ = Q z* = arl
<9x*
dx*

{C7)

(CS)
(C9)

<9a*

dx* 0 x* = 0,l
iv(^,0)=l

Q < ^ < 2

u*(x^0) = 0

^ < x*- < 1
2

a*-(x*r 0) = Q

0 < z* < -

(CIO)
(Cll(a))
(Cll(6))
(C12(a))

a*.(x*, Q) = 1 - < x*_ < 1. (C12(6))
Here, the small parameter e = ^a and r = j*-.

When aQ is decreased and other physical parameters are held fixed, the para
e = ^- is small and diffusion dominates the system.
The zero flux boundary condition (C9) is equivalent to
du*

= 0 a, = 0,1.
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(C9>

Alternatively, in the case a0 is large we choose us = uo, as = ao, ls = L, tfc2QQ
s = -^— and
K

= ^

= l f sothat,
du*
dU

d2u*
dx2

d
dx*

da*
* dx*

and
da*

d2a
K—^-

dt*

dxi

(C14)

with boundary and initial conditions (C9')-(C12).

When aa is increased and other physical parameters are held fixed, the par
UJ = -j^jr- is small and chemotaxis dominates the system.
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